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wonder what God does every January
Let#s Have a Christmas We Can't Afford!
\  r e  y o u  an easy victim of rash 
resolutions? W ell, I confess that 
I am, especially around Christmas 
time. Each January, I make the same 
solemn vow : “ N ext year I will not 
go in debt for Christmas. No more 
of these splurging Christmases for 
m e.” Y ou  see, January is the month 
I find myself flat on the financial 
floor— not only broke, but actually in 
debt. (And it is a good thing Janu­
ary is one of our longer months; it 
takes a long month for me to get to 
the place I can look my banker in 
the face again.)
What gives me such bad Januarys? 
Christmas! That’s what does it. 
Christmas with its romanticism: ro­
manticism which causes me to over­
buy, to get better gifts for my family 
than I can afford. In fact, this Christ­
mas spirit gets me. I buy little extras 
like special Christmas lights for the 
tree, a turkey which costs more but 
is extra tender— luxuries indeed. 
W hat has happened to my native 
practicality? Of course I can’t afford 
to do it. But there I go again, splurg­
ing over the loud protests of my fast- 
flattening wallet, and despite the 
gasps of m y dying bank account.
Then, com e January, I slowly be­
gin to get up o ff the financial floor, 
with a renewed vow, “ This is the 
last time I go through Christmas like
this! Next year I am going to be 
financially ready for Christmas, so I 
can afford it.”
Well, do you want to know how 
well I have done with my January 
resolutions? I have failed utterly, 
dismally, wonderfully! Yes, sir, the 
passing years have taught me one 
splendid thing— Christmas is ruined 
the m om ent you  can afford it.
Here Is How I Found It All Out
Each year, as Christmas loomed up 
closer and closer, I made out my 
shopping list. Beside each name the 
suggested amount I could afford to 
spend. Sounds so precise and prac­
tical, doesn’t it? But then I waged a 
private war over the battle of priori­
ties. W ho should get the best gift? 
W ho means the most to me, and how 
m uch? H ow  about the kinsfolk one 
step rem oved, like my father-in-law 
and m other-in-law? How much for 
my own children— the grandest kids 
in all the world? Then there is my 
wife; helpmeet through thick and 
thin— how much can I afford to spend 
for her? How much does she mean 
to m e? See what I mean: the war 
o f priorities is well-nigh fatal. W ound­
ed and groggy, I retreat to get my 
breath.
A t this juncture my well-planned 
Christmas budget gets the third de­
gree. What gives my Christmas 
plans the final knockout b low  is this 
pause to re-evaluate my loved ones. 
So much of the year I take my family 
for granted. But here at Christmas 
time I put on each one the tape 
measure of love. Right at that m o­
ment my heart seizes the steering 
wheel of my finances and my head 
is relegated to the back seat. I up­
grade all my shopping list and shut 
m y eyes to m y economic plight as I 
do so.
M y w ife ’s parents: they have been 
my prayer partners, all year— nothing 
too good for them!
M y wife: when I realize what she 
has put up with in living with me, 
an inexpensive gift would be purple 
heresy!
M y son and daughter: no little gift 
can repay the thrills they have show­
ered on my unworthy heart!
So I go down my list, revamping it 
upward as I go. And all the while 
m y head cries out that I am crazy. 
But at the same time my heart is 
turning flipflops for joy. In fact, my 
heart whispers gleefully, “ D on ’t you 
know Christmas was never meant to 
be afforded? D on ’t w orry if it leaves 
you in the red.”
It Left God in the Red Too!
I drop my pencil, and lay aside my 
too-expensive Christmas list, and 
those words com e back to me like 
echoes through the arches of an an­
cient cathedral, “ Christmas is no 
longer Christmas when you can af­
ford it. God couldn’t afford Christ­
mas either. It left God nearly bank­
rupt!”
Hear it again, Christmas shopper, 
“ God couldn’t afford Christmas 
either.” Heaven’s ledger went deeply 
in the red because of G od’s Gift that 
first Christmas. And I w onder if God 
will ever have enough Januarys to
get himself out of debt? I listened 
and mused.
The beloved Apostle John put it 
this way, “ God put us at the top of 
His shopping list.” Oh, no, those are 
not his exact words. Here they are 
in their unforgettable familiarity, 
“ For God so loved the world, that he 
gave his only begotten Son.”  Perhaps 
God had also revamped His list, up­
grading it as He went. Tender lambs? 
Slain doves? Bullocks of a year? No, 
all were too cheap. W hat could God 
give to show the measurement of His 
love? His only begotten Son! Not 
what He could afford; but rather, 
what He could not afford!
St. Paul states it thus, “ For your 
sakes he became poor, that ye through 
his poverty might be rich.” Oh, what 
it cost God that first Christmas!
I still can’t afford Christmas. Hap­
py thought! God couldn’t afford it 
either. So I ’ve rather revised my 
whole philosophy of Christmas. Here 
it is. I don’t want to afford Christ­
mas. For Christmas is no longer 
Christmas w hen I can afford it. To 
be honest, I would lose much of the 
inexpressible thrill o f Christmas 
morning if, when those gifts were 
opened, I were saying to myself, Well, 
I still have m oney left over.
Bethlehem’s Babe still appeals to 
the hungry of earth. Not because the 
Father gave of His abundance; but 
He gave His only begotten Son. The 
Heavenly Father nearly went broke 
that first Christmas. I wonder how 
many Januarys or eternity of Janu­
arys it will take for God to get the 
ledger of Heaven back in balance.
So I guess next January will be de­
voted on my calendar to the process 
of recouping m y finances from  Christ­
mas spending. Am  I complaining? 
Not for a moment. Inwardly I ’m glad 
I can’t afford Christmas. I hope I 
never can.
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QUOTES and NOTES
M o s t  C h r i s t i a n s  undergo something of 
the experience of Joseph and Mary. 
Things did not go as Joseph had planned. 
Outside interests invaded, plans had to 
be changed. The baby’s place of birth 
was not as they would have wished it 
to be.
Many of the cherished dreams of the 
Christian are crowded out, left by the 
wayside; and feelings, like those of Mary 
as she thought of her baby’s safety, take 
over our minds. We may be like Joseph, 
wanting to provide the best but finding 
ourselves amid circumstances that re­
quire us to make the best of whatever 
is available.
In spite of all the worry and anxiety, 
Mary and Joseph welcomed Jesus on 
that first Christmas. In our parties and 
engagements do we miss Him or is He 
thrust aside? Do we see Him in some 
child who has found the love and true 
joy of Christmas? Do we possess the 
Christmas spirit as found in the wise 
men, the urge to seek Christ until we 
find Him, and then worship Him and 
offer the gift of self? Christ enters the 
life that welcomes Him in love.
— E . P a u l  H o v e y , in the Upper Room
and the shadows flee away.-—-Fr a  
G i o v a n n i , 1513.
The Spirit of Christmas
A  five-year-old refugee was being 
shown the wonders of a large toy de­
partment by his foster parents. His 
eyes grew wide with wonderment but 
gradually an expression of disappoint­
ment clouded his face. He began to 
search up and down the aisles, under 
tables and counters. A t last, he burst 
out, “ But where is the Child?”
A fter an embarrassed silence, a 
store official ordered a Christmas crib 
to be found at once and set up in a 
prominent place in the toy depart­
ment. And at this the little boy 
smiled with delight. Young as he 
was he had given a lesson in the true 
significance of C h r i s t m a  s.— R e v . 
J a s . K e l l e r , Living Tissues.
T h e r e  i s  n o t h i n g  I can give you 
which you have not; but there is 
much that, while I cannot give, you 
can take. No heaven can com e to us 
unless our hearts find rest in it to­
day. Take heaven.
No peace lies in the future which 
is not hidden in this present instant. 
Take peace.
The gloom  of the world is but a 
shadow; behind it, yet within reach, 
is joy. Take joy.
And so, at this Christmas time, I 
greet you with the prayer that for 
you, now and forever, the day breaks
A  f o u r - y e a b - o l d  orphan boy visited 
with us over Christmas. His greatest 
desire was a toy train. It was the 
only thing he asked for; he talked 
about it all of the time.
It so happened that, through a mis­
understanding, on Christmas morning 
the train wasn’t under the tree. I 
lurked in the doorway with a fearful 
heart. I expected tears because what 
he wanted was not there. It was a 
wonderful experience when he ran 
to me, his eyes shining, his face aglow 
with happiness:
“ I didn’t get the little train that 
runs around on a track,” he said, but 
Santa was mighty good to me. I’m 
satisfied with what I have!”—  
N e l l i e  F .  T u r n e r .
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Thirty days hath September, 
April, June, and November; 
W hen Decem ber doth arrive, 
Kids can’t count past “ 25.”
— J . H . H i g d o n , Phoenix Flame, 
Phoenix Metal Cap Co.
T h e  s h o p  w i n d o w  displayed a fa­
miliar scene of a manger, plastic oxen, 
a mother and child with a fine en­
tourage of angels. The small girl said 
indignantly to her mother, “ Mummy, 
don’t tell me they are bringing re­
ligion into Christmas now !”— New  
Statesman and Nation (L on don ).
T r u e  V a l u e s
“A thing that is bought or sold has no 
value unless it contains that which can­
not be bought or sold. Look for the 
Priceless Ingredient. The Priceless In­
gredient of every product in the market 
place is the honor and integrity of him 
who makes it. Consider His Name be­
fore you buy.”—Journal of American 
Pharmaceutical Association.
G o d  has put His gifts of love into 
our hearts, not to be kept locked up 
and useless, but to be given out.— J. 
R. M i l l e r .
What Child Is This?
What Child is this w ho, laid to rest 
On M ary’s lap, is sleeping,
W hom  angels greet with anthems sw eet 
While shepherds watch are keeping?  
This, this is Christ, the King,
W hom  shepherds guard and angels sing. 
Haste, haste to bring Him laud,
The B abe, the Son of Mary!
W hy lies H e in such mean estate 
W here ox  and ass are feeding?
Good Christian, fear, for sinners here 
The silent word is pleading.
Nails, spear shall pierce Him through. 
The Cross He bore for me, for you.
Hail, hail, the Lord made flesh,
The Babe, the Son of Mary!
So bring Him incense, gold, and myrrh.
Com e, peasant, king, to own Him.
The King of K ings salvation brings;
L et loving hearts enthrone Him.
Raise, raise the song on high.
The Virgin sings her lullaby.
Joy, joy, for Christ is bom ,
The Babe, the Son of Mary!
— W. C. D ix , 1837-98
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The True Christmas
By Clarence Williams
T e x t : John 1 : 1 4
W e think about the story of Jesus 
in the light of some old ideas which 
may help us to arrive at a fresh 
version of the star of Bethlehem. 
First, let us picture the story of Jesus 
in the light of the Incarnation, which 
simply means God in man made man­
ifest. Yes, “ the W ord became flesh, 
and dwelt among us.”
The Fact of Condescension
In the Incarnation we are brought 
face to face with the fact of con­
descension. Christ condescended to 
becom e man by climbing down the 
ladder of love which began in heaven 
and extended to the depths of earth. 
Christmas is a time of condescension. 
Jesus, who was rich, became poor, so 
that we might becom e rich. He who 
is God became man that we might be 
reborn sons o f God. He whom  angels 
worship and adore unceasingly came 
to our vile earth to touch it with His 
grace and glory. He showed the path 
and angels follow ed, singing peace 
on earth, good well to men. Through 
the great wonder of the incarnate 
Christ it is now  possible for Chris­
tians to sing angel songs, eat angel 
food, and walk where angels walk. 
M ore than all this, the true worship­
ers of Christ— men and women, boys 
and girls of every race and nation—  
now call Christ Saviour, a name 
which angels do not know.
Let us then, whom  Christ has en­
riched beyond measure, possess the 
spirit of condescension and make the 
poor at Christmas rich materially, in­
tellectually, and spiritually. Nineteen 
hundred years ago God sought a 
cradle in the dust and rubble of a 
poor Bethlehem stable. God had 
joined hands with mortals by His in­
finite Son— the Lord Jesus Christ.
The Fact of Reconciliation
The next word by which w e get an 
idea of the true Christmas is recon­
ciliation. Man had offended the true 
and holy God by breaking His com ­
mand. Man with Satan had rebelled 
against God and had chosen to leave 
the Garden of Paradise which God 
had provided for the human race. 
Man and his new master were at 
constant conflict and war against the 
holy and righteous God. Nature and 
beasts became estranged to man the 
prodigal son of God. Like the prodi­
gal of Luke 15, man had wasted his 
substance with riotous living.
A  story is told of a once happy 
family of three: consisting of Mother, 
Dad, and Jerry, their only child. Life 
was modest and normal for many 
years. Then one Christmas Eve, when 
Jerry was a young man of eighteen 
years, he decided to disobey and des­
ecrate the order of peace and quiet­
ness that had marked the precincts 
of his parents’ home for more than 
eighteen years. Dad had spoken 
sternly to Jerry, and as a result Jerry
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had grown so angry that he abused 
his father, and turned away from  
home with an uttered oath that he 
would never return home again. 
Despite every attempt of his dear 
mother to get him to change his atti­
tude and seek his father’s forgiveness 
and return home, Jerry dashed away.
Christmas Day had come, but there 
was sadness; a dark cloud had loomed 
over the dwelling of this once happy 
home. The Christmas dinner was 
lightly touched by the two. The days 
and weeks seemed to flow  by rapidly, 
but Jerry ’s mother was failing rapidly. 
She w ould not eat, would not be 
comforted; the father himself grieved 
over his w ife ’s condition, tried to 
com fort her, but failed. The last visit 
to the family doctor disclosed that 
Jerry’s mother was suffering from  a 
burdened and broken heart. “ Noth­
ing will help your w ife,” were the 
words of the doctor. She is grieving 
over something and will soon die, as 
her heart has no blood around it.
Exactly three months after the 
black and memorable Christmas Eve 
night she lay on her bed breathing 
heavily. She made a few  requests to 
her husband which were of a general 
nature. Then follow ed the final one, 
which was to send for Jerry. The 
father got annoyed and tried his best 
to avert this last request from  his dy­
ing wife, but she called him a third 
time and asked if he had loved her. 
When he had made his affirmation, 
with tears in her eyes she asked him 
to grant this request and send for 
Jerry before she died. An angry and 
unwilling father, touched with his 
w ife ’s last plea, went to the cable of­
fice to seek out one of Jerry ’s friends 
to find out if any traces of Jerry 
could be obtained. The only person 
Jerry had confided in after his de­
parture was Pat, the radio operator, 
who, on learning of the mother’s re­
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quest, offered to send through a w ire­
less message to the last address of 
his friend. Jerry was preparing to 
catch a train to go into another part 
of that country to spend the Easter 
week end when the telegram was 
handed to him. His eyes caught the 
words, “ Y our mother is dying and 
requests to see you  before she dies.” 
For two minutes Jerry was speech­
less. Then he feebly muttered some­
thing like this, “ It is a trick. Mom 
probably wants to have me back home 
to make up the old matter with Dad, 
but I will not go.” Upon a second 
thought he read the telegram again 
and noticed it was signed by his friend 
Pat. So he decided that he would go 
and see Pat and find out the facts. 
It was now  three o ’clock when the 
express train came in— G ood Friday 
afternoon. Pat was awaiting the ar­
rival of his friend and confirm ed the 
sad new  of Jerry ’s m other’s sinking 
condition. “ I ’ll see you  later Pat” — 
and Jerry was off to the old home. 
On arriving there he was met at the 
door by his father, but in his youth­
ful pride and arrogance he never said 
a word to his father but rushed for­
ward to his m other’s room. There he 
saw for himself the shrunken body of 
his beloved mother. As soon as she 
had set her fainting and falling eyes 
upon his, she lit up and reached for­
ward with a somewhat heavenly glow 
and in her old, familiar tone cried, 
“ Jerry, my boy, . . .  I am glad that 
you came.”
She drew  him to her side, and re­
quested the nurse to call her hus­
band, who hesitated some time before 
entering the room. He did not want 
to meet the unforgiving, upstart 
rebel, but he slowly tiptoed into the 
room. His dear wife with tears in 
her eyes reached towards her hus­
band and grasped his big hand in 
hers and also the hand of her rebel 
son, Jerry. With a faint, low  voice
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she said to her husband, “ Dear, will 
you  forgive Jerry and take him back 
as our son for m y sake?” A nd she 
turned to Jerry and said, “ Jerry, will 
you tell Dad you are sorry for all 
that you have done, and ask for his 
forgiveness?”
As both hands met together and 
tears flowed freely from  both dad 
and son, the mother closed her eyes 
and breathed the last. Thus an angry 
father was reconciled with his rebel 
son over the dead body of a loving 
wife and mother.
Jesus in a divinely unique way 
joined the hands of a rebel humanity 
with a great and divine God as He 
came on Christmas to reconcile hu­
manity back to God. Man that had 
run away from  Him, man who was 
destroying his own soul, could not 
be restored back to God.
The Fact of Restoration
N ow  our third word for the true 
Christmas is restoration. “ Shiloh shall 
restore all things upon earth.” Jesus, 
our Shiloh, shall restore unto us the 
stolen joys of Paradise. He came to 
set captives free. He came to re­
store law and order where violence 
and chaos existed. W e too must seek 
to restore our broken vows, restore 
our captured love. Restoration not 
only refers to restoration of strength 
and beauty in the material, physical, 
and military rank of life, but also in 
a deeper way in that of the Spirit.
This leads me to m y final word in 
the meaning and expression of true 
Christmas. That is salvation. How 
else can man be delivered from  the 
slave market of sin? H ow  else can 
the fetters of Satan’s chains be 
broken but by the person of Jesus 
Christ, the Only Begotten of the 
Father.
Angels sang as man was asleep in 
his drunken revelry. Can you  imag­
ine the humility of the Saviour, as 
He stoops down to salvage the 
w recked vessels of human nature in 
the whirlpool of sin, causing black 
and sinful hearts to sparkle and glit­
ter like diamonds? This is G od’s 
transformation that came wrapped 
up in the first Christmas gift packet 
God gave to this world when He 
came to redeem us back to himself. 
This is too wonderful for us. Shall 
w e not seek the lowliest in our dis­
trict and our villages? W ould we 
give up bread to the hungry beggars, 
and would we visit the sick and 
prisoners upon this blessed Christ­
mas tide? G od ’s salvation is true 
on Christmas Day, even in the most 
undesirable places: Christmas in the 
burial ground, Christmas on the 
battlefield, Christmas in the lunatic 
asylum, the prison cell, Christmas in 
the brothel, Christmas in the drunk­
ards’ den, Christmas in the leper asy­
lum, Christmas in the hospital, 
Christmas in the morgue, Christmas 
for those away from  home and loved 
ones.
Conclusion
Think about the sacrifice God un­
derwent in order that we might have 
Christmas in its blessedness upon 
earth. Christmas on earth meant 
blackout in heaven for thirty-three 
and one-half years. Now it is Christ­
mas in heaven, for Christ has re­
turned to heaven. And it is war and 
greed upon earth for those who can­
not see the star of Bethlehem. Eter­
nal Christmas in heaven and war in 
hell shall be the future state and 
consummation of life. I pray that 
these old words of our Christian 
faith— incarnation, condescension, rec­
onciliation, restoration love, salva­
tion, and grace— might ring out the 
gladsome message of the true Christ­
mas now  and always.
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THEE SUNDAY NIGHT STORY
A Happy Story from the 
Land of the "Happy Climate
Port Alberni Church of the Nazarene, Port Alberni, British Columbia 
Pastor: Rev. Bruce M. Fleming 
Number of Members: 33 
Average Sunday School Attendance: 79
Our “ Sunday Night Story” for this 
month is a happy one and comes from 
British Columbia— the land spoken 
of by Stephen Leacock, the essayist, 
as “ the magnificent province with its 
happy climate . . British Colum­
bia is a mountainous region with 
tremendous deposits of lead, zinc, 
copper, silver, and gold as well as 
some pockets of natural gas. L u x­
urious forests of virgin timber are the 
result of the abundant rainfall. They 
boast of Douglas firs 260 feet tall. 
British Columbians harvest most of 
Canada’s salmon from  the Pacific 
Ocean. From the land of “ happy 
climate” we have chosen this happy 
story for you this month.
Sunday night evangelism has been 
a great blessing at the Port Alberni 
church. Rev. Fleming shares with us 
an unusual visitation of God upon one 
of their “ Fourteen Sunday Nights of 
Evangelism.” It happened one Sun­
day evening in m id-December. The 
Holy Spirit took control. Conviction 
seized members of the congregation, 
and the evening climaxed with six­
teen souls praying and weeping their 
way to victory.
A  young couple knelt at the altar 
that night. They were traveling down
the highway of life and had com e to 
a fork in the road and did not real­
ize it. The satanic forces of evil per­
suaded this couple that there was 
but one way to take in the solution 
of their problem. Thank God for 
Sunday evening evangelistic services 
like those at Port Alberni, where 
pastors like Rev. Flem ing tell of 
Christ and His pow er to save from 
all sin. Thank God, this couple were 
at church that night, so they could 
hear that there was another w ay— 
Christ’s way. If this young couple 
had taken the wrong way, it would 
have mean defeat, heartache, and 
grief. Thank God, this young couple 
prayed through to victory that night 
and took Christ’s way. They later 
testified that they were having acute 
domestic problem s— so acute, in fact, 
that their home was about to break 
up. They give this Sunday evening 
evangelistic service credit for saving 
their home.
Once again we find that “ Christ Is 
the Answ er for Y ou r Fam ily.” What 
a testimony to the pow er of the gos­
pel! Experiences such as this are 
very precious to a pastor and church. 
Let’s keep the fire of evangelism 
burning brightly and keep our mem­
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ories filled with such blessed services.
Another seeker that night was a 
man in his late fifties. This service 
was important to him and yet he 
did not realize just how  important. 
This was to be his last opportunity 
to be in church and no one knew it. 
He responded to the altar call that 
night and knelt at a public altar, 
never to have this opportunity again. 
Death struck him down suddenly with 
a heart attack.
Pastor, how  little we realize some­
times the problems and burdens the 
people face as they sit in the pew 
before us! What a glorious privilege 
is ours to tell the lost the good news 
of salvation and encourage the saints 
with a message from  G od ’s Holy 
W ord! G od grant that we shall never 
fail to give the message which is 
needful. People go to church on Sun­
day night to hear an evangelistic mes­
sage. W e need to be at our best when 
we present our messages of salvation 
to sinners, who are lost and on their 
way to the judgment. Sunday night 
evangelistic services are important.
Rev. Fleming gives prayer as the 
reason their “ F  o u r t e e n Sunday 
Nights”  were effective. Prior to the 
emphasis a prayer chain was used on 
Sunday afternoons. This seemed to 
catch fire with the people and help to 
get the program  off to a good start.
They started with an attendance 
goal of thirty-eight as set by the dis­
trict. Each Sunday evening they made 
the goal, they added 10 per cent to 
the next Sunday night’s goal. If they 
failed to reach the goal, they just 
tried again the next Sunday night.
Rev. Fleming established a new 
record in Sunday evening attendance. 
He reports, “ The greatest attendance 
in our church ’s history in this valley 
was recorded in this church in D e­
cem ber when over 200 persons were 
present on one Sunday evening.” The
average attendance for the “ Fourteen 
Sunday Nights” was 54, which is a 
definite increase.
During this time of intensive Sun­
day night evangelism the Port A l- 
berni church was in an extensive 
building program. Heating problems 
along with a multitude of other de­
tails that go along with a building 
program demanded much attention. 
This used the lay man power of the 
church and limited their participation 
in all of the organized activity to pro­
mote the “ Fourteen Sunday Nights.” 
In spite of all o f the problems and 
difficulties, the pastor and people 
were not to be denied a victorious 
evangelism. They did see souls saved. 
The souls that w ere born into the 
Kingdom  made the hard work along 
the way seem as nothing.
Special vocal and musical numbers 
by members and friends of the con­
gregation were used to add variety 
and interest to the services. The 
laymen were used to lead in prayer. 
The pastor made use of the prom o­
tional material and reported, “ Y our 
promotional material received from  
your department was invaluable.”
W e asked Rev. Fleming to give his 
personal feeling about the Sunday 
night evangelistic service. It stirred 
us and we want to share it with you. 
“ People are looking in all directions 
for solutions to their perplexing prob­
lems. A  reformation of their attitudes 
and actions makes it comparatively 
easy for them to fit into the so-called 
‘pattern of Christianity.’ This is help­
ful but a poor excuse for regenera­
tion. W e need to get back to old- 
fashioned, hard-hitting, Holy Ghost 
preaching and revivals. People like 
good music, nice buildings, warm 
Christian fellowship but more than 
these they want a Christ-centered 
message from  the man of God. Peo­
ple are tired of ‘institutional religion.’ 
Let’s give them Christ!”
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Gleanings from the Greek New Testament
By Ralph Earle
Ephesians 1:22-23
P u t  i n  S u b j e c t i o n
' T ' h e  w o r d  “ put” (v. 22) is hypo- 
tasso. It was originally used as 
a military term, meaning “ to place” 
or “ rank under” ; then, “ to subject, 
put in subjection.” 1 So the transla­
tion “ put” (K .J .V .) is inadequate. 
It should rather be “ put in subjec­
tion.”  “ A ll things” (panta) will not 
only be placed under Christ’s feet, 
but put there in a state of complete 
subjection to Him. Only then will 
there be peace among men.
The verb is in the aorist tense, in­
dicating that this has now  been done. 
But this might almost be called a 
prophetic aorist. In the mind and 
purpose of God everything is already 
in subjection under His Son. But the 
actual completing of this will, in ac­
tion, waits for the end of this age 
(Heb. 2 :8-10).
G a v e
The verb is didomi, which means 
“ to give— in various senses, according 
to context— bestow, grant, supply, 
deliver, commit, yield.” '2 Arndt and 
Gingrich p r e f e r  the translation 
“ made” here15 (so R .S .V .). The New




English Bible has “ appointed.” But 
A lford  objects to this rendering. He 
says: “  ‘presented ;’ keep the literal 
sense: not ‘appointed.’ ” 4 Eadie agrees 
when he writes “ There is no reason 
for changing the ordinary meaning of 
edoke, and rendering it ‘appointed.’ ” 5 
Salmond also takes this position, 
against Calvin and some other earlier 
exegetes. He says: “ The edoken  is 
not to be taken in the technical sense 
of appointed, installed . . . , but, as 
is indicated by the simple dative te 
ekklesia, in its ordinary sense of 
gave.” 0
In the Greek “ him” precedes the 
verb, which is the emphatic position. 
More than that, the pronoun— which 
in Greek is included in the verb— is 
expressed separately as well. This 
is done only in cases where the writer 
desires to give added prom inence to 
it. So the position and separate ex­
pression of the pronoun give double 
emphasis to Christ. The thought is 
this: Him— the One whom  God raised 
from  the dead and exalted to His 
right hand (v. 20), far above every 
pow er and name (v. 2 1 )— God has 
given to the Church as its Head. What 
a glorious thought!
4G reek Testament, III, 86.
0Ephesians, pp. 104-5.
flEGT, III, 280.
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H e a d
The word kephale occurs seventy- 
six times in the New Testament and 
is always translated “ head.” But the 
term is used both literally (o f the 
physical head) and figuratively. In 
general one can say that the word is 
used literally in the four Gospels, 
Acts, and Revelation, as well as a 
few  times in the Epistles. The meta­
phorical use is confined largely to 
Paul— I Cor. 11:3 (three tim es), 
Ephesians (four tim es), and Colos- 
sians (three tim es). In addition we 
have the expression “head of the 
corner” used of Christ several times 
(Matt. 21:42; Mark 12:10; Luke 20:17; 
Acts 4:11; I Pet. 2: 7 ). One might also 
say that the figurative sense is found 
in Rom. 12:20 and Acts 18:6.
C h u r c h
The Greek word ekklesia  occurs 
sixty-tw o times in Paul’s Epistles. 
Salmond gives a good summary of its 
meaning, as follows:
Used by the Greeks to designate an as­
sembly of the people called for delibera­
tion (cf. Acts xix. 39), and by the Septua- 
gint as the equivalent of the Hebrew 
qahal, the congregation of Israel, espe­
cially when called in religious convention 
(Deut. xxxi. 30, 35c.) it expresses in the 
New Testament the idea of the fellowship 
or assembly of believers meeting for w or­
ship or for administration. And it ex ­
presses this in various degrees of ex­
tension, ranging from the small company 
gathering for worship in one’s house 
(. . . (Rom. xvi. 5; I Cor. xvi. 19, etc), 
or the single congregation of village or 
city (Acts v. 11; viii. 3; I Cor. iv. 17, 
etc.), to the larger Christian communi­
ties of provinces and countries (I Cor. 
xvi. 1, 19; II Cor. viii. 1; Gal. i. 2, 22) 
and finally to the Church universal, the 
Church collectively, the whole fellow­
ship of believers throughout the world 
Matt. xvi. 18; I Cor. xii, 28; Phil. iii. 6; 
Col. i. 18, 24, 35c.). Here and in the other 
occurrences in this Epistle the word has 
this largest extension of meaning, with 
the further mystical idea of a unity vital­
ly related to Christ, incorporated in Him, 
and having His life in it.7
B ody
The w ord soma was used by Homer 
(ca. 9th cent, b .c . )  for a dead body. 
B ut beginning with Hesiod (8th 
cent. B .C .) it came to be employed 
for living bodies, whether of animals 
or men. Metaphorically it is “ used of 
a (large or small) num ber of men  
united into one society, or family as 
it w ere; a social, ethical, mystical 
body; so in the New Testament of 
the church.” 8
This figure of the Church as the 
“ body” of Christ is found no less 
than ten times in the N ew Testament. 
As w ould be expected, it occurs 
most frequently in the Cristological 
Epistles— five times in Ephesians 
(1:23; 4:12, 16; 5:23, 30) and three 
times in Colossians (1:18, 24; 2 :19). 
It is also found once each in Romans 
(12:5) and I Corinthians (12:27). 
Besides this, the Church is referred 
to as a “ body” in several other pas­
sages (I Cor. 10:17; 12:13; Eph. 2:16; 
4 :4; Col. 3 :15 ), without being spe­
cifically stated to be “ the body of 
Christ.” The meaning of the latter 
phrase in I Cor. 10:16 may be open 
to debate.
Concerning the significance of this 
A lford  writes: “ He is its Head; from  
Him comes its life; in Him, it is ex­
alted; in it, He is lived forth and 
witnessed to; He possesses nothing 
for Himself,— neither His communion 
nor His glorified humanity,— but all 
for His Church.” 9
Salmond points out the implication 
of “ body” in this way: “ The relation 
between Christ and the Church, 
therefore, is not an external relation, 
or one simply of Superior and in­
ferior, Sovereign and subject, but one
70p. cit., p. 280.
8Thayer, Lexicon, p. 611.
9Op. cit., p. 86.
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of life and incorporation.” 10 The 
Church is “ the instrument also by 
which He works.” 11 The latter is a 
very solemnizing thought.
Eadie points out a bit m ore spe­
cifically some further implications. 
He says:
There is first a connection of life: if the 
head be dissevered, the body dies. The 
life of the church springs from its union 
to Christ by the Spirit, and if any mem­
ber or community be separated from 
Christ, it dies. There is also a connection 
of mind: the purposes of the head are 
wrought out by the corporeal organs— 
the tongue that speaks, or the foot that 
moves. The church should have no pur­
pose but Christ’s glory, and no work but 
the performance of His commands. There 
is at the same time a connection of pow­
er: the organs have no faculty of self- 
motion, but move as they are directed 
by the governing principle within . . . 
Energy to do good, to move forward 
in spiritual contest and victory, and to
10Op. cit., p. 281.
“ Ibid.
exhibit aggressive influence against evil, 
is all derived from union with Christ. 
There is, in fine, a connection of sym­
pathy. The pain or disorder of the 
smallest nerve or fibre vibrates to the 
Head, and there it is felt. Jesus has not 
only cognizance of us, but He has a 
fellow-feeling with us in all our in­
firmities and trials.12
The above has been quoted at 
length because it presents a splendid, 
usable outline for a serm on on this 
subject. Aside from  a contemplation 
of the members of the Trinity, there 
are few  topics m ore rich in blessing 
and helpfulness for the Christian than 
the relation of Christ to His Church. 
A  sermon on this subject should serve 
to inspire and uplift, to challenge and 
com fort. The trouble with most 
Christians is that they live— in their 
conscious thoughts and feelings— too 
much in isolation from  Christ, the 
Head.
12Op. cit., pp. 107-8.
rm Glad I Heard Them Pray!
T n  t h e  p a s t  more than thirty years 
in the Church of the Nazarene, it 
has been my privilege to hear many 
different singers. Some with unusual 
talents, beautiful voices, and radiant 
personalities; a few  with extraordi­
narily anointed spirits. I have heard 
many varieties of preachers, and these 
have been so very interesting: silver- 
tongued orators, great Bible exposi­
tors, and many in the mediocre class.
But nothing has impressed me like 
the pray-ers I have heard: young 
pray-ers with lots of green zeal; sea­
soned veterans whose praying caused 
my soul to tremble in the presence 
of Jehovah. Their prayers w ere not 
always couched in beautiful rhetoric.
12 (540)
Sometimes the language was crude 
and without grammatical polish. They 
spoke in reverent, familiar terms. 
Their prayers lifted me up close to 
the heart of God. A  depth and qual­
ity of spirit gave you  to understand 
that the one doing the praying was 
in the throne room  talking to the 
King. Boldness and humility, beau­
tifully blended, inspired me to spread 
m y petitions before the Lord. Their 
praying inspired my faith, renewed 
my strength, gave fresh courage for 
the battle.
I am glad I heard them pray.
— W . H. J o h n s o n , 
Indianapolis, Indiana 
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Come Back, O Church, Come Back*
By Floyd Doud Shafer
F T l e v a t e  the pulpit in the church 
once more, in its zeal and its 
assault against hell. Station a Bible 
on that pulpit, an open Bible, and as­
sert that, whatever is heard else­
where, in G od ’s house hearing shall 
be accorded the preached W ord. Let 
this preaching be a curiosity and a 
persistent exposition of the W ord: 
make it voluable, vociferous and vio­
lent.
The Church Aggressive
Inform  the w orld that heralds are 
in it with clear words to call a people 
back from  the abyss’ edge. Forget the 
sales pitch, abandon the soft sell, dis­
card the grey flannels, pigeon-hole 
the pushed programs and incinerate 
the sure-fire charts. Let the minister 
confess it: soft talk is ridiculous in 
a hard world, meek answers do not 
fit ominous questions, dilettante dia­
logue does not guide bewildered 
souls, and entertaining wit generates 
no conviction. Ground the ecclesi­
astical ad men, the prom otion experts, 
the organizational conformists and the 
itinerary executive: ground them to 
pulpits and pews. Pull the firing pad 
from  under their m ercurial feet be­
fore they have us all in orbit, dizzily 
wheeling in circles, reaching for
♦Reprinted by permission o f Christianity Today. 
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goals no one wants and landing on 
moons nobody needs. Challenge men 
with the W ord ’s either/or, enthrone 
eternity’s message on the conscious­
ness of all, raise the call to repent 
across the luxury-laden land, and lay 
com fort on the line where the knees 
bend, the fears coalesce and the tears 
fall.
Let preaching command the life of 
the Church, rock persons free from  
sin, uproot them from  false securities 
and drive them to pursue conform ity 
to Christ. Make the articulated im­
pact of pin-pointed preaching block 
fallacy's roads, blow  the bridges on 
pride’s highway, close all self-saving 
bypasses, and leave no avenue trav­
ersable except the way to Him who 
is the Way.
Electrify peoples and pastors into 
dialectical societies reasoning around 
the W ord: the w e a t h e r  can wait, 
the W ord w on ’t. Companion with the 
men of courage who come with the 
W ord, and wise thought, strong com ­
fort and counsel deep. Force the 
world to know that liberty’s voices 
are rising and faith’s thoughts are 
flowing from  the gushing up of the 
Gospel interpreted, heard, exchanged 
and applied. Command the pulpit 
voice to preach on, to sustain the 
weary with words, to provide rea­
son’s medicine for the mind, and to 
give hope’s balm for the heart. And,
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let the people’s Am en punctuate the 
words from  the Word.
W hen the voice from  the sacred 
desk ceases and the amens from  the 
pews fade, remember: they have re­
turned to Him who sent them, never 
void, but with long lines of the re­
deemed leagued in love to Lord Jesus 
Christ. Com e Back, O Church, Come 
Back to the preached Word!
The Church in Unity
Recall the Church to knowledge 
of itself as the body of Christ: sum­
mon persons to join Christ’s body. 
Tell it abroad that no one who be­
longs to Christ is alone but is m em­
ber of all who are His; and illustrate 
the fact through fellowship’s acts. 
Adm it that He has impossed unity 
but we are reluctant to receive it. 
Declare that our one Head prays still 
for the co-operative efforts of His 
body, its oneness of heart and single­
ness of love.
Let response to the W ord gain 
momentum. Stay it not for fear or 
favor. Dare the proponents of alone- 
ness before God to repeat the L ord ’s 
Prayer in the first person singular. 
Provide people their one, last oppor­
tunity to quit majoring in minor dis­
tinctions and becom e the one mind 
and heart of Christ before an mac­
erated world. While we are a spir­
itual unity before God, strive to serve 
Him however varied the means, the 
world will note well that G od ’s en­
counter with man redeems from  self­
concern and builds the community 
of His will where none has been be­
fore.
Fire the technicians of togetherness 
and throw open the roof to the floods 
of grace requiring everything said to 
be WE, and everything done US. 
Outlaw all audiences and actors be­
fore God. Put a people of God before 
Him and affirm that He is the only
Auditor of our worship, ever mind­
ful of our response to His W ord and 
our brother’s need. Make Christ’s 
Church, now, earth’s grandest joy  and 
this life ’s nearest touch on the things 
of eternity: a w indow  on truth, an 
aperture to love and a bit of heaven 
on earth: Thy kingdom come!
The Church Aflame
This is the Church militant, allied 
to the cross and com panioned to the 
resurrected Christ. Command it to 
march on, thrusting united praise to 
the ramparts of heaven, thrilling all 
with rhapsody of trust, and hoist­
ing a harmonic paean to Christ above 
the din of this w orld ’s jarring noises. 
Oh, for a singing Church, a knee- 
bent Church, a hallelujah Church, 
a Church orchestrated to the unity 
of the Holy Spirit!
Trumpet the call to regroup to 
Christ, and acknowledge that His is 
the glory that binds us in the circle 
of unrelenting effort and love un­
alloyed. Pray for a chill to set on us 
from  Calvary, a blaze from  the Upper 
Room  and a thrill from  Easter Morn. 
Magnify the worship of Christ’s 
Church: assemble the Church around 
the Lord ’s Board and proclaim: This 
is the family of God, nourished by 
Christ, sustained by grace and vital­
ized by the Spirit. Com e Back, O 
Church, Com e Back to the worship  
of God through the Saviour and by 
aid of the H oly Spirit!
The Church Alert
Give nerve and muscle to the de­
cisions and convictions of a worship­
ping people. Let new knowledge grip 
us. Cease trivializing the loyalties of 
the redeemed by merely adding their 
names to committees, putting them to 
odd jobs and extracting portions of 
time and pieces of m oney from  them.
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Can religious hobbies absorb the en­
ergies of a people in com munion with 
the Lord and in communication with 
the W ord? Society can protect itself 
against stacked committees and pro­
fessional stances; but evil has no de­
fense against Christians exercising 
24-hour-a-day commitment to Jesus 
Christ. Let the results of preaching- 
worship materialize wherever the 
people go. Charge Christians to 
think and act Christianly in their 
cars, their homes, their jobs, their 
politics and their play. Have at home 
a little church, guided by forgiveness, 
correction and love. Make affairs of 
office, factory and field opportunities 
to unravel the meaning of the Gos­
pel, and make the long hours of lei­
sure targets for minds that have 
heard from  the W ord and hearts that 
worship the Lord. Let all life be­
com e live footnotes to preaching-wor- 
ship. Deny the plea to do “ something 
special” for Christ, deny it with the 
declaration that everything must be 
done for Christ. Say aloud that there 
is no protected niche for those who 
have preached, heard and w or­
shipped; tell these favored ones that 
every facet of life must be brought 
captive to Christ, every act impelled 
by His will, and every attitude 
squared with His Lordship.
A re  we so soon done with His mis­
sion? Eager ones, returning with re­
port of having done the Christian 
task, stand at the foot of the Cross 
and see that ten lifetimes will not 
take you  beyond its shadow! Bow 
before the empty tomb and under­
stand that a hundred life-spans will 
not open all life ’s crevices to its bril­
liant rays!
Rem ind those startled by this day’s 
leaping advances in science, and hor­
rified by the same day’s plunge to 
new lows of immorality, that Christ 
reigns beyond the rocket’s final sput­
ter, and that He still calls for the re­
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pentance of those who befoul them- 
selves and all they touch. Say to 
those beguiled by the pretensions and 
idolatries of Left and Right that Jesus 
Christ is King. Assert that those 
purchased by His blood and pardoned 
by His life must be patriots to His 
purpose. Show that earthly loyalties 
are valid only when derived from 
homage to Heaven. Say to all that 
the day of all knees’ bowing to His 
personal and cosmic Lordship will 
come. Meantime, following Him, it 
is ours, through evil days, to do just­
ly, to love m ercy and to walk humbly 
with our God.
This is mission: to proclaim Christ’s 
redeeming grace to people where they 
are. There is little glamor here, but 
grace, not glamor, is our glory. There 
is small public favor here, but fideli­
ty, not acclaim, is our goal. There 
may be meagre success here, but suc­
cess is G od ’s to give or withhold: our 
job  is to try where the trying is hard­
est. Our mission’s crown of success 
may be made of thorns: He whom 
we serve found it so. From  dark 
nights, in due time, God splits the 
sky for the bursting forth of Easter 
Morn. Com e Back, O Church, Come 
Back to the mission of Christ!
The Spring of Our Hope
Soldiers of the cross! Y ou  may 
crumple under the crossfire of this 
w orld ’s hell, but for you the security 
of an impinging eternity is infinitely 
greater than the calamities of earth­
ly deviltry. W hile earth’s battles 
rage, the veteran Captain of our sal­
vation trains all for destiny’s decision 
and eternity’s call through total loy­
alty to His W ord, worship and work.
The last day comes when the 
bruised and broken body of Christ, 
target of satanic fury, becomes the 
(Continued on page 23)
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How should money be handled in the local church? This and many 
other financial matters are treated in this informative discussion.
Financing the Church Program*
By David L. Saucier**
T n  h i s  l e t t e r s  to young churches, 
the Apostle Paul not only gives 
light upon spiritual truths, but also 
gives light upon financing the church 
program. Paul will be our guide as 
w e develop this subject.
I. His Program
Paul’s particular program was di­
rected to give financial aid to the 
poor saints of the Jerusalem church. 
Their financial biceps were too weak 
to lift their benevolences, budgets, 
and bills free from  the mire of debt.
The need for this program was 
clear to Paul, the church program 
should be clear in every pastor’s 
mind. The c h u r c h e s  in Corinth, 
Macedonia, and Galatia were among 
the churches that believed with Paul 
that this program was worth financ­
ing.
W e come immediately to the key 
question of successful financing. Is 
the program worth financing? This 
question is important to businessmen 
who would promote their new pro­
grams of plant expansion, personnel 
increase, and expanded production. 
If this question is vital to business­
men on Wall Street, it is equally im­
portant to pastor and laymen on 
Church Street.




Is the curch program worth financ­
ing? W e are immediately brought to 
an evaluation. W hen we look at the 
church program achieving its purpose 
o f redeeming, perfecting, and estab­
lishing lost souls to meet God, we 
gladly agree that the church program  
is worth financing. H owever, some 
church programs are marginal: min­
istering to the circum ference of the 
social rather than the core of salva­
tion, appealing to the mass rather 
than to the Master, selling rummage 
rather than redemption, selecting the 
supper room  and neglecting the Up­
per Room. H ow  tragic! A fter the 
final evaluation of church programs, 
the immediate return of their finan­
cial investment is an uncommitted 
generation.
In January, 1958, some thirty-four 
hundred Methodist students from  
over a thousand colleges and uni­
versities met in Lawrence, Kansas, 
for the sixth quadrennial Methodist 
Student Conference. From  the 
formulated statement, which they 
adopted and read from  the floor, I 
quote: “ W e are uncommitted. . . .  it 
is because the curch has not called 
us to her Lord or her mission clearly 
enough to excite our responses. The 
church as she stands now, is not, we 
believe, worth our lives. But the 
mission of the church obedient to her 
Lord is.” If people believe that the 
church is not worth their lives, then
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they also believe that the church 
program is not worth their finances.
The church program  geared to holi­
ness evangelism, however, demands 
more than our money. It demands 
our souls, our lives, our all. How 
interesting! The highest per capita 
giving rests in the churches that em­
phasize holiness evangelism.
H ow is our program  dollar spent 
in the local church? I ran a survey 
of six representative districts and the 
1961 church program. From  this sur­
vey, we can see not only the channels 
of expense, but also the amount paid 
out of each dollar on various items in 
the church program. The survey is 
as follows:
32c on local expense
25c on pastor’s salary
14c on indebtedness
12c on building and improvement
9c on General Budget and ap­
proved specials
6c on District Budget, home mis­
sion, district center, and 
other district expense
2c on schools and colleges
The magnitude of the church pro­
gram is as international as our m od­
ern army, but it will die without the 
dollar. The local church is the unit 
on the front line. W ithout the co­
ordination from  the district command 
posts and the central command of the 
general church, the church program 
is local, not international. The re­
ward of the church that supports the 
local, district, and general budgets is 
w orld-w ide evangelism, but the pas­
tor must give the green light. As a 
pastor I know  the ease of giving the 
local budget a green light. Y et I am 
always concerned that the lights of 
district and general budgets stay
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green in my church, for danger and 
malfunction are marked by the red 
light of reluctance. The local church 
is working correctly when all systems 
are go: the local budget is go— the 
district budget is go— the general 
budget is go— the church program  is 
“ A — O .K .”
II. His Plan
Paul had ways; he needed means. 
He had a program, and he needed a 
plan to finance that program. The 
plan that Paul directed is adaptable 
to the small congregation as well as 
the large. Paul wrote to the Corin­
thians, “ N ow  concerning the money 
contributed for the relief of the 
saints: you are to do the same as I 
directed the churches of Galatia to 
do” (I Cor. 16:1, Am plified N ew  Tes­
tament) .*
His plan to finance his church pro­
gram did not involve bazaars, bingo, 
banquets, clam bakes, or big busi­
ness, but it did involve simple syste­
matic giving. “ On the first day of 
each week, let everyone of you per­
sonally put aside something and save 
it up as he has prospered in propor­
tion to what he is given” (I Cor. 16: 2, 
Am plified N ew  Testam ent).*
Paul no doubt knew the great value 
of this simple plan of teaching syste­
matic stewardship— tithing. In ad­
dition to the emphasis of steward­
ship in preaching, Bible studies, and 
Sunday school, Dr. Mavis, in his 
book Advancing the Smaller Church, 
also suggests a stewardship revival 
and even a stewardship reading club.
The Apostle Paul’s plan was direct­
ed to a specific people—-everyone of 
you ; for a specific time— the first day 
of each w eek ; with a specific responsi­
bility— put aside som ething; and a
♦Used by permission.
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specific amount to put aside— as lie 
has prospered in proportion to what 
he is given. His plan was specific as 
well as systematic. Trying to run a 
church on sporadic financial appeals 
is like trying to erect a building with­
out concern of measurements, mate­
rials, or blueprints. Aimless financing 
becomes a conglomeration of good 
intentions, a rolling stone that gathers 
no money.
III. His Promotion
Presenting the plan plants the seed. 
Promoting the plan cultivates and 
picks the fruit. Enthusiasm in the 
local congregation is no guarantee of 
final success, however. The Corin­
thian church had enthusiasm over 
Paul’s program and plan, but a year 
had gone by and their giving was not 
complete (I Cor. 8 :10 ). A fter Paul 
reminded them that they had failed 
to meet their intended giving, he 
challenged them to finish the plan 
that their enthusiasm had accepted 
(I Cor. 8 :11 ). Paul’s plan was a suc­
cess, because he kept it before his 
people. It appears that the success­
ful finance of the church program is 
influenced by keeping the program 
and plan before the people— prom o­
tion of stewardship.
A s a promotive scheme, Paul used 
one church as an example to stimu­
late the giving of other churches. He 
proudly told about the Corinthians 
to the people of Macedonia, and the 
result was that the m ajority of the 
Macedonian people were stimulated 
by the Corinthian enthusiam. Paul 
also used the churches of Macedonia 
as an example to the Corinthians to 
finish what they started. Paul told 
the Corinthians that the Macedonians 
gave beyond his simple plan; yes, and 
beyond their ability. They gave vol­
untarily.
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A ll our programs, plans, and pro­
motions are focused on one point of 
service— receiving the m oney. Let us 
make the best of our offerings. Paul 
sent some brethren to receive the 
offering from  the Corinthians. He 
was particular about the brethren he 
chose to lift the offering. He testi­
fied of the brethren that they were 
a credit and glory to Christ, the 
Messiah (II Cor. 8 :23 ). The brethren 
that we send forth with the plates 
should also be a credit and glory to 
Christ.
There are certain things that de­
tract from  taking the offering and 
these are mentioned as follow s from  
Leonard M. Spangenberg’s book 
Minding the Church’s Business: 
(1) Too long a prayer while the ush­
ers are standing restlessly; (2) Long 
stories with little point to them just 
before the plates are passed; (3) A t­
tempts to save time by making an­
nouncements during the offering;
(4) A  choir singing during the of­
fertory many times takes the peo­
ple ’s mind off the subject of giving;
(5) Ushers making a speed rec­
ord; (6) Too few  ushers; (7) Having 
ing special-purpose envelopes in the 
plate. This last one was suggested 
because the offering plates are passed 
for people to give, not to receive.
Dr. Spangenberg also gives us help 
with ten hints for taking special of­
fering.
1. A lw ays name the amount 
you hope to raise.
2. N ever  apologize for the special 
offering.
3. A sk for reasonable amounts to 
start with.
4. G ive plenty of time to pay, but 
stress the cash side as well.
5. Have a secretary who knows 
practically everyone to record 
the amount pledged.
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6. If things get dead, encourage 
the people; never scold them.
7. A fter you  com plete counting 
one-dollar pledges, pass the 
plates.
8. Never waste time by asking for 
twenty-five-cent amounts.
9. Take part in the giving your­
self; it lends confidence.
10. Express profound appreciation 
at the end.
The greatest aspect of Paul’s pro­
motion is the spiritual emphasis. For 
successful finance not only provides 
certain needs of the church, but over­
flows with much thanksgiving to 
God (II Cor. 9 :12 ). Standing behind 
the finances of the church, the be­
liever is able to prove the sincerity of 
his love to God (II Cor. 8: 8 ). As the 
Christian abounds in everything, in 
faith utterance, knowledge, and in all 
diligence, he is to abound in this grace 
of giving and financing the church 
program also (II Cor. 8: 7 ). Whether 
grudgingly, or of necessity, or of love, 
every man gives as he purposes in 
his heart, and God loves a cheerful 
giver (II Cor. 9: 7) .
IV. His Principle of Administration
The finances of the church program 
are sacred. Paul administered the 
funds with one follow ing principle: 
To be honest and absolutely above 
suspicion, not only in the sight of the 
Lord, but also in the sight of men 
(II Cor. 8:21, Am plified N ew Testa­
m ent) . Paul never advocated a care­
less, irresponsible, and shameful 
handling of funds. He said, “ W e are 
on our guard, intending that no one 
should find anything for which to 
blame us in regard to our adminis­
tration of this large contribution” 
(II Cor. 8:20, Am plified N ew  Testa­
m ent) .*
There are several questions to help
•Used by permission.
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keep us on guard and above suspicion. 
Have we had our church books audit­
ed once a year? If a certified public 
accountant cannot be afforded, then 
compose an auditing committee of 
two or three who can add a column 
of numbers twice and com e out with 
the same answer both times. Is our 
church keeping adequate records, and 
in so doing have we knowledge of 
where our money is? Do we leave 
money in the collection plates un­
attended? W ho counts our m oney? 
The treasurer should not count the 
m oney by himself. The preferred 
group counting the money should be 
two people excluding the local treas­
urer. Pastors, do we have a slip of 
paper giving us each Sunday the 
amount of receipts from  that Sun­
day’s offering? Do we ask our local 
treasurer for a monthly report of the 
financial standing of the church 
treasury? W e have a right to know 
what is going on in our church. 
Does our church have an assistant 
treasurer? Although the size of our 
church might not warrant an as­
sistant treasurer, yet having one that 
can sign checks in the absence of the 
treasurer can be an advantage in the 
case of paying the pastor’s salary as 
w ell as in emergencies.
W e cannot improve on Paul’s prin­
ciple of administration. Let us be 
honest and absolutely above sus­
picion, not only in the sight of the 
Lord, but also in the sight of men.
In conclusion, we have examined 
the high lights of church finance with 
the Apostle Paul. Paul had a program  
that was worth financing. He direct­
ed a plan of systematic giving to 
achieve that program. He prom oted  
this plan to a successful completion. 
Last, he handled all sacred funds un­
der the principle o f administrative 
honesty. A ccording to the Apostle 
Paul, this is “ Financing the Church 
Program .”
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The Dignity of the Pulpit*
By Fred Smolchuck
T T ow  s h o u l d  a minister behave in 
-*■ the pulpit? Is there a happy 
medium between stiffness and ex­
cessive freedom ? The Scriptures ad­
monish us to do all things “ decently 
and in order.” Most people will agree 
that the pulpit requires a sacred 
dignity. But what is meant by dig­
nity? Is it ecclesiastical pompousness, 
aloofness, or religious arrogance? 
Decidedly not! W ebster defines dig­
nity as “ worthiness, nobility, high re­
pute, honor, degree of worth.”
When the preacher stands behind 
the pulpit, he is G od ’s representative, 
G od ’s messenger, an exponent of 
G od ’s W ord, a demonstrator of G od ’s 
methods. The very position demands 
a careful preparation and presenta­
tion of himself so that his message 
may be accepted as solemn and au­
thentic.
The high priest of Old Testament 
times was very careful of his attitude, 
dress, and mannerism. His appear­
ance inspired the people to respect 
his mission and provoked them to a 
reverence for God.
Pulpit Attitudes
Deep spirituality, developed in pri­
vate devotions, should be evident on 
the minister’s countenance just as 
surely as it was on the face of Stephen 
at the time of his martyrdom, or on
♦Reprinted by permission o f Pulpit.
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Moses’ face when he came down from 
the mount. This divine glory shown 
in G od ’s servant makes a profound 
impression on those to whom  he min­
isters.
The preacher should enter the pul­
pit with great humility. He is there 
as G od ’s mouthpiece, ready to yield 
himself fully to G od ’s desires. He 
must have great regard for the posi­
tion entrusted to him. His task is 
not to demontrate self but rather 
to stand as a humble servant of God, 
ready to minister to the needy.
His pulpit attitude should be one 
of confidence, as a manifestation of 
faith that God will help him render 
proper and fruitful service. This will 
not hint of cockiness or overfam iliari­
ty, which detract from  the effective­
ness of G od ’s message.
An attitude of belligerence should 
have no place in the pulpit. The 
preacher is a shepherd. As such he 
should stand behind the sacred desk 
with tenderness, sym pathy, and pas­
sion to feed and lead the flock.
Pulpit Mannerisms
Not only is the message important, 
but the behavior and manner of the 
messenger have a distinct bearing on 
the effectiveness of his ministry. M ore 
than in any other place, the minister 
in the pulpit is on public display. 
His stance, his dress, and his ec­
centricities are carefully scrutinized.
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Pulpit mannerisms should lead peo­
ple to think of G od ’s holiness and 
character. Unfortunately, there are 
times when this is far from the case. 
People are distracted from  thinking 
about God.
Here are some of the habits that 
ministers would do well to eliminate 
in order to maintain the dignity of 
the pulpit.
It is very distracting to a congre­
gation to watch the minister parade 
up and down the platform during the 
course o f his sermon, with his hands 
in his pockets, perhaps jingling coins.
W e are in a spiritual battle and no 
one knows it any better than the 
minister. H owever, under the stress 
of preaching, it is certainly in bad 
taste for the preacher suddenly to 
pull o ff his coat and fling it back­
ward in the direction of the pulpit 
chair, where it flops into a dis­
organized heap. As if that were not 
enough, down comes the necktie, and 
up go the sleeves in an apparent dem­
onstration of dynamic personality. 
But in reality the dignity of the pul­
pit has been lowered many degrees.
One source of annoyance to con­
gregations is a speaker who habitual­
ly muffles his voice by wiping his 
mouth every two or three minutes. 
Clearing his throat constantly or re­
peating an “ A m en” or “ G lory to G od” 
after every sentence are habits that 
w oefully distract.
A  minister should make sure that 
he is w ell groomed before entering 
the pulpit. A  full-length m irror in 
the church study will enable him to 
check his appearance before making 
a public entrance— and may spare 
him later embarrassment. Once in 
the public eye, it is almost too late 
to correct the position of clothing. And 
certainly he should avoid such actions 
as com bing the hair while on the 
platform. Order and neatness en­
hance the dignity of the pulpit.
Pulpit Influence
The minister’s presence in the pul­
pit should immediately communicate 
to the people confidence that the 
service is in capable hands. Con­
fusion is a mark of disorganization. 
The minister should know what he is 
going to do any say. It is important 
that announcements be given correct­
ly and that nothing be overlooked. A  
card or small sheet of paper with 
notes pertaining to announcements, 
prayer requests, etc., will prove help­
ful.
The church is a place of worship for 
the minister as well as for the con­
gregation. It is most unfortunate and 
distracting to true worshipers when 
ministers sitting on the platform en­
gage in unnecessary and animated 
conversation, or exchange laughter 
over amusing anecdotes during the 
song service. Let everybody sing— in­
cluding the preacher.
The sanctity of prayer is often 
desecrated by the unnecessary ac­
tivity of ministers during those sacred 
moments. One would be led to think 
that prayer time was the signal for 
the pastor to whisper, walk, make ar­
rangements, etc. Prayer time for the 
congregation should also be prayer 
time for the pulpit. Program prepa­
rations should be made before the 
service.
The purpose of this message is not 
to criticize preachers but to challenge 
the minister to be a gentleman, to be 
orderly, to be alive and alert, and to 
reveal a wholesome dignity in the 
pulpit. As a result, the effectiveness 
of the message will be enhanced, be­
lievers will be edified, the influence 
of the church will be extended, and 
God will be glorified. Both church 
and minister will benefit from an or­
derly and serious, yet warm and 
friendly, pulpit.
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Pulpit and Parish Tips
A Plea for a Church Prayer Room
By E. E. Wordsworth*
T  T e r e  i s  s o m e t h i n g  that seems 
strange to me! Church planning 
and building committees or boards 
give very careful and studied at­
tention to the matter of proper lo­
cation, a com modious and lovely 
sanctuary, an adequate choir loft, 
suitable and ample Sunday school 
rooms, offices for the pastors and 
secretaries, the nursery, and even a 
storage room  for brooms and other 
cleaning and beautifying equipment; 
and then they wholly overlook the 
need of a cozy, warm, carpeted, and 
lovely prayer room. I ask, isn’t it 
rather strange? D o we assume that 
most any room  will meet such a need? 
If so, is this the correct answer? I 
trow not.
I recall a certain church in a large 
city that had an ideal private prayer 
room. On the outside of the door was 
an attractive sign, “ The Prayer 
Room .”  As you stepped within you 
walked on nice, clean, and new car­
pet— wall-to-wall carpet. It was warm 
and inviting, room y and exclusive. 
Upholstered chairs and davenports 
and chairs of adult size abounded. 
The room was kept warm and the 
door unlocked so that any saint of 
God could enter there for prayer and 
be comfortable. Some could not 
kneel because of physical afflictions, 
but they could prevail with God 
nevertheless, while rocking in a chair.
♦Redmond, Washington.
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And they did. The pastor, a Naza­
rene, told me this room  was the most 
important room  in the church— the 
powerhouse. N ow  do I need to tell 
you that I know that this place had 
a perennial revival— w e e k s and 
months w ould pass without a barren 
altar service on the L ord ’s day?
The writer has traveled from  coast 
to coast in the evangelistic field. 
From  Maine to California we have 
sounded the gospel trumpet, in 
Alaska and the Dom inion of Canada, 
and my observance has been that 
little if any planning has been made 
for a suitable prayer room. This is 
deplorable, I believe, and should be 
remedied. And let me say that the 
church altar, though indispensable in 
our church work, will not supply the 
need. Yes, we must frequently use 
the altar for seasons of prayer. Amen. 
But I am urging the necessity of a 
special, exclusive prayer room. Too 
often have I heard, “ W e’ll meet half 
an hour before the service in a room  
in the basement. Everybody come 
and help us pray for a revival.” Then 
w e have found the selected room  to 
be a cold, crowded place, with a con­
crete floor and about a dozen old 
chairs or rough benches. Scarcely a 
soul comes besides the pastor and 
wife and the evangelist. And we 
wonder why.
A  further word about the regular, 
church, m idweek prayer room. Too 
often this is in the church basement
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with a concrete floor. No linoleum, 
rugs, or carpet. No, it is not pride 
that keeps people from  kneeling 
when so requested; there are other 
good reasons, and especially for those 
who do not com e in jeans or old 
house dresses.
It is true that many of our churches 
and good pastors are doing all pos­
sible for the good of Zion, but let us 
give m ore careful attention to this 
important matter, for by so doing we 
would do m ore and much better pray­
ing, which w ould accrue to spiritual 
advancement and the winning of more 
souls for Christ. Make the prayer 
room  the spiritual powerhouse of 
you r church. Let us “ pray the glory 
dow n” and have another Pentecost.
I wish to say a further word about 
the camp meeting prayer room. This 
is vital. It is my opinion that the al­
tar of the large tabernacle for preach­
ing services is not always the best 
place. It is open, spacious, and fre­
quently the place for many religious 
activities. Pianos, song leaders, and 
those preparing for special singing 
and musical services use the musical 
instruments for practice. This is 
proper and right.
Further, the early morning prayer 
meeting in the large tabernacle, in 
many places at least where it is
cold, open, and very uninviting, hin­
ders attendance and frustrates spir­
itual exercises. There would be a 
much larger attendance, greater bur­
den-bearing, and soul travail, if only 
a warm and com fortable place was 
provided. Therefore we urge camp 
meeting boards to give serious and 
proper attention to this vital matter. 
A  sizable room  away from  the tab­
ernacle would be ideal for a place of 
prayer, so that G od ’s saints could re­
tire there at any time during the day 
to prevail with God. I have been a 
camp meeting prayer leader for many 
years, and many of G od ’s dear saints 
have asked me where to find a suit­
able prayer room  on the camp­
grounds. No, we are not criticizing, 
dear brethren, for we are all doing 
the best we can under the circum ­
stances, but I do want to stress the 
fact that at all our district camps in­
tercessory prayer is indispensable, 
and if any improvements can be made 
so that more prevailing can be of­
fered it ought to be done. Let us 
give this due consideration. A  camp 
meeting without much prayer is like 
trying to drive a m otorcar without 
gasoline. Let us all go to the nearby 
filling station and fill up. On with 
the revival and let the Pentecostal 
glory fall.
Come Back, O Church, . . .
(Continued from page 15)
Church victorious. Its stigmata shall 
be its glory, the scandal of its cross 
shall be its crown, and its shredded 
garment shall becom e its seamless 
robe clothing the redeem ed of all 
ages. It shall keep only what it has 
given away in Christ’s name, and it 
shall enter Paradise, at G od ’s call,
supported by those to whom it is the 
messenger of grace.
The Christ of God, long since re­
turned from  Calvary’s bloody vic­
tory, shall meet it and greet it and 
claim it as His own for ever.
Com e Back, O Church, Com e Back: 
the Master calls you  to His preaching, 
His worship and His mission. Come 
back, bearing your shield of faith, or 
be carried on it, but com e back!
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'QXTEEJnsr oftne PARSONAGE”
A discerning writer of present-day verse, Grace Noll Crowell, has 
coined a phrase, and pleads that we keep what it signifies. She calls it
The Old Amaze
By Audrey J. Williamson
T V T o n d e r  is easily lost in the com- 
plex, hurried, superficial living 
w e sometimes feel forced to do. 
There is more to wonder at in this 
our day, but we wonder less; more 
marvels of science and invention and 
discovery, but more boredom, more 
sophistication, more disdain.
It takes time to wonder. The mind 
must be in a contemplative mood. To 
wonder, we must be fresh, unspoiled 
as children, who, starry-eyed, experi­
ence for the first time the marvels of 
the moon, of a popsicle, a birthday 
cake, or a mountain.
W e have ceased to w onder because 
we have too much. Surfeiting in life ’s 
experiences has dulled the appetite, 
tarnished and corroded the sensi­
bilities, and blighted our reactions.
Anticipation, expectancy prepare 
one for wonder. They do not develop 
well in the din and confusion of daily 
living. W e must pause to let them 
com e spontaneously and genuinely.
Let us keep and cherish wotider—  
this breathless something that grips 
us and awes us in the presence of 
great beauty or tenderness, of sub­
limity or truth. It may be stirred 
by the magnificent sweep of mountain 
majesties, or by the soft pressure of 
a baby’s hand against one’s face. It
may com e to us as we hear a robin ’s 
song in spring twilight, or as we gaze 
at new-fallen snow, hiding nature’s 
scars and transforming the land­
scape, till “ every pine and fir and 
hem lock wears ermine too dear for 
an earl, and the poorest twig on the 
elm tree is ridged inch-deep with 
pearl.”
There is marvel in the love shin­
ing in our dear one’s eyes, and in the 
precious security of home. A bove all, 
we must “ stand amazed in the pres­
ence of Jesus, the Nazarene, and w on­
der how  He could love” us— sinners, 
“ condemned, unclean.”
Some have stifled the impulse to 
w onder lest they appear naive and 
inexperienced, too simple and too un­
inhibited. Some have insisted they 
are too old and too tired to feel deep­
ly again. But it is disturbing when 
young ministers and their wives, not 
out o f their twenties, assert that 
nothing stirs them deeply any more. 
The charge of insincerity is some­
times brought against those who 
spontaneously express their emotions. 
Could not a countercharge of insin­
cerity be brought against those who 
voluntarily suppress them?
Ladies of the parsonage, it is 
Christmas! A  wonderful season to let
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the old amaze grip us again! Let us 
take time to feel “ as children do, 
waking from  their sleep on Christ­
mas morning.”  Let the infinite stoop 
o f Deity, when God came down to in­
dwell the Babe in Bethlehem ’s stable, 
m ystify us once more. Let the mar­
vel of salvation’s plan appear all fresh 
and new. Let us experience such a 
quickening that we can say:
‘ 'W hen all Thy m ercies, O m y 
God,
M y rising sonl surveys,
Transported with the view , I’m 
lost
In wonder, love, and praise.”
Let us create in the areas where 
we are responsible— in our homes, 
our churches, and in our hearts— a 
rapture, a glow, a breathless wonder 
that shall make this Christmas live 
with meaning. It will be stirred by 
memories, no doubt. But it will be 
more than nostalgia! It will be some­
thing vitalizing and uplifting, and yet 
something as old as human need. It 
will be the old amaze!
Survey shows that ministers' most pressing needs are—
More Time, More Money
A n e w  s u r v e y  sponsored by the 
Ministers Life and Casualty 
Union, Minneapolis, indicates (to no 
one’s great surprise) two main prob­
lems confronting Protestant ministers 
in this country: Not enough time, 
not enough money.
Although some slight improvement 
in the clergym an’s financial situation 
is noted in the past four years since 
a similar study was made, more than 
a third of the ministers surveyed 
cited “ the financial problem ” or “ in­
sufficient salary an d /or expense al­
low ance” as the m ajor problem af­
fecting their work as ministers.
Even more serious, in the minds of 
the ministers, was the matter of time. 
A  full half of them listed “ demands 
of tim e” as the chief problem  they 
encounter.
Ranking third behind these two 
basic problem s was lack of parishion­
ers’ interest in Bible study and relig­
ious fundamentals. Nearly one-fifth
of the ministers expressed concern 
in this area.
In specific questions relating to 
time problems, nearly two-thirds of 
the ministers replying to the 1962 
survey said that administration takes 
too much of their time. A t the same 
time nearly half of the ministers said 
that they do not get enough time for 
study and prayer.
A  comparison of the 1958 and 1962 
surveys reveals that the “ administra­
tion takes too much time” problem 
has becom e worse.
It bothered 52.1 per cent of the re­
plying ministers in 1958 whereas it 
now troubles 63.3 per cent of them.
Financing college education for 
their children appears to be the single 
most critical m oney problem  facing 
the clergymen. Nearly 65 per cent 
said this will be a serious problem 
for them. Little difference in this re­
gard was found among ministers 
earning less than $5,000 a year or 
those earning more than $5,000.
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Another area of financial concern 
was that of housing after retirement. 
Eighty per cent of the ministers said 
their churches had no provision for 
any. In reporting on living expenses, 
the ministers indicated some im prove­
ment in the past four years. They are 
now a problem  for 39 per cent of the 
ministers, compared with 44 in 1958.
Forty-eight per cent of the reply­
ing ministers said their car allow­
ances were inadequate or nonexistent. 
Nearly one-third (31.2 per cent) said 
they have no allowances for car ex­
penses.
Nearly half of the replying minis­
ters (49.4 per cent) said that they 
have inadequate allowance or no al­
lowance for attending conferences.
The percentage indicating no allow ­
ances at all for this purpose was 37 
per cent.
Five questions were asked about 
church office staff and church office 
equipment. M ore than half of the re­
plying ministers said their church 
office staff is too small. This was true 
o f ministers of congregations in all 
three budget categories— under $15,-
000, between $15,000 and $29,000, and 
$30,000 and over.
Church office equipment was rated 
as poor and inadequate by nearly 
half of the replying ministers. Less 
than a fourth said their office equip­
ment is good and efficient.
— Official W eekly News Service o f the Evan­
gelical Press Association. Used by permission.




T t  h a s  o f t e n  b e e n  noted that sui- 
cide is more common at happy 
times in the year than at more nor­
mal times. In the blossoming green 
of spring, look for news of suicides. 
A t Christmas, Thanksgiving, and 
Easter, be aware of the tragedies of 
self-murder. In times of family cele­
bration in the home, joy  often turns 
to ashes when one of the group takes 
his life. W hile the sun shines, the 
bell tolls.
‘ Protestant Chaplain, Harlem Valley State Men­
tal Hospital, Wingdale, New York.
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E. Sparks*
The reason for this is explained 
psychiatrically on the basis of the 
great disparity between what is and 
what ought to be. The individual who 
tends to be withdrawn or despondent, 
or who has much to make him anx­
ious, can often handle his problem  if 
the world outside of himself looks 
gray, uninteresting, and somehow 
despairing, like himself. Bring out 
the sun, the Christmas bells, the 
Thanksgiving turkey, or the lilies of 
Easter, and he sees his own inner 
hopelessness in the light of outward
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joy, and often cannot accept the sight. 
The result— suicide.
Not always is suicide the tragic 
outcom e. There are throngs of peo­
ple who live in a dull world of spoiled 
joy, suffocating despair, and ruinous 
disinterest in life, because of their 
inner awareness of the chasm between 
their inner feelings and outward con­
ditions.
There are two approaches to the 
problem  in the mentally ill. Either 
the therapist has to downgrade outer 
conditions or upgrade the inner con­
dition of the individual. To do the 
first is both unwise and impossible. 
The great times of the year, of the 
family, of the changing seasons, would 
have to be eliminated. The other ap­
proach necessitates a whole new  edu­
cation of the individual, developing 
a com pletely new view  of life and of 
the self, to close the gap by raising 
the inner feelings.
Some are mentally ill because of 
feelings of guilt that have developed 
as a result of seeing the great chasm 
between their own sin and the holi­
ness of God. Certainly not all who 
feel the pangs of guilt are in psychotic 
condition. Y et the problem  remains 
the same.
W hen we think of these things 
from  the standpoint of ministers 
whose purpose it is to be instrumental 
in bringing God and man together
through the cross of Christ, we run 
into the same situation. There are, 
again, two methods open. One is to 
downgrade God to a point where His 
standards are low  enough for sinful 
man to reach. Many say, “ Since I 
sin every day, I must find a God 
small enough to fit my condition.” 
Thus they go through life continually 
defeated by sin, explaining it on the 
ground that God expects no more. 
What spiritual suicide is this!
The other method is to upgrade the 
inner spiritual condition of the in­
dividual. Thus he says, “ I know that 
I am a sinner, and that God demands 
a holy heart. By His grace my sins 
can be forgiven, my sinful heart 
cleansed, and my character can be 
made more and more like unto the 
stature of Christ.”
This opens a whole new facet to 
the story of the rich man in hell who 
was overwhelm ed by the great gulf 
fixed between himself and the joys 
of heaven. He said, “ Send some one 
down.” Never! The only solution is 
trust in a high and mighty God, who 
has promised, “ I will set him on 
high, because he hath known my 
name” (Ps. 91:14). The chasm be­
tween sin and holiness will never be 
closed by any futile attempt to lower 
G od ’s standard, but only by a cleans­
ing of the human heart to fit it for 
fellowship with a holy God.
C h r i s t i a n i t y — The success or failure of Christianity depends 
upon the individual Christian. It cannot be purchased like vitamin 
pills at the corner drugstore. It’s strength lies in personal partici­
pation and service.— J u d g e  R o g e r  A l t o n  P f a f f , Los Angeles Superior 
Court, Vital Speeches of the Day.
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The Minister and His "Manual"
By Audry Williams Miller*
A n y  o r g a n i z a t i o n  worthy of rec- 
ognition has a set of rules and 
standards which it asks its members 
to know and obey. The Church of 
the Nazarene, a most worthy organi­
zation, has a superb discipline, en­
compassing much m ore than hereto­
fore mentioned, which we call our 
Manual. To the honest, sincere Naza­
rene, the Manual is to be revered and 
obeyed above all books with the 
single exception of G od ’s H oly W ord, 
the Bible.
The 1956 edition of the Manual 
states, “ Next to the Bible is the Man­
ual o f the church. . . . Therefore it 
is the duty of all who identify them­
selves with the Church of the Naza­
rene to acquire a thorough knowledge 
of the Manual and to live in harmony 
with its doctrines, its rules of con­
duct, and its polity.”
W here the Manual is known and 
followed on a church-wide basis, we 
find, a l m o s t  without exception, 
growth and success in every depart­
ment of the church. However, where- 
ever the Manual is little known and 
little used, there is always danger of 
misunderstanding and friction.
When the people do not know their 
discipline, do not follow  its rules of 
conduct or church polity, and mis­
understanding and friction do rise up 
in the local church, who is to blame?
♦West Portsmouth, Ohio.
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I say that, unless the pastor is new—  
that is, he has pastored that church 
for a year or less— THE P A S T O R  IS 
A T  FA U LT. Every minister of the 
Church of the Nazarene m u s t  know 
his Manual. It is his responsibility to 
make his people familiar with it. This 
book should be carried to every 
board meeting. I ’ll grant that it may 
not be directly referred to at every 
meeting, but it should be there for 
reference if needed. No business 
should ever be conducted which is 
not in keeping with church polity as 
set forth in our church Manual. No 
mem ber should ever be admitted who 
is not willing and able to meet our 
standards of conduct and life. There 
is no excuse for people sitting on our 
church boards who do not agree with 
our church doctrines as set forth in 
this Manual.
One of the beauties of our church 
Manual is that it is concise and clear. 
There is little or no room left for pri­
vate interpretation of the rules. Y et—  
and this is tragic— there are those, and 
ministers too, who would twist them 
to what they think is their own ad­
vantage. Problem s that should never 
have arisen within any local church 
brought about disunity within the 
local church and, sometimes, shame 
outside it. Tragedy for the minister 
and the church can be avoided if the 
Manual is strictly followed.
I can tell of heartache, misunder­
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standing, missing members, and dis­
illusioned preachers that happened all 
because the Manual was not strictly 
follow ed in a few  cases. Y ou  may 
know of others.
I want my church to grow. I want, 
in every way possible, to avoid fric­
tion and misunderstanding. I want 
m y members to be Nazarene through 
and through. I honestly believe that 
one great, long step in this direction 
is to strictly follow  all the precepts 
laid out in the Manual o f the Church 
of the Nazarene as if it were the
very law— which it is. Then, as a 
pastor, I can take another great, long 
step toward success by teaching this 
same Manual to m y people in such a 
way that there will be no doubt in 
their minds but that they too must 
obey it.
M y prayer is for the success nu­
merically, financially, and spiritually 
of every local Church of the Naza­
rene everywhere. I am convinced 
that, other things being equal, this 
will be accomplished if we all use, 
obey, and teach our church Manual.
C h r i s t m a s
Christmas unites us in the quest for all that is good and beautiful 
and true. The color of our skin, the quality of our culture, the place 
of our habitation, do not separate us in this eternal search. Christ­
mas is a rem inder that the star of hope stands over every land and 
sends its light into every life. Christmas is truly universal, but we 
miss the point if w e do not realize that it is most of all a deeply 
personal experience. F or unless “ peace on earth, good will to men” 
is born first of all in your heart and mine, it cannot truly be born 
in the world.— M a r c u s  B a c h , “ The Star Is for Everyone,” Rotarian, 
Rotary International.
C h r i s t m a s
Christmas crystallizes the highest aspirations of people every­
where and brings into focus the ideals of all the great religions of 
mankind.— M a r c u s  B a c h , “ The Star Is for Everyone,”  Rotarian, 
Rotary International.
B a b i e s  are little angels, whose pretty wings grow shorter as their 
legs grow  longer.— M a d i s o n  P r e s s , London, Ohio.
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The "Apple" on the Tree or 
the Pair on the Ground?
By John G. Hall*
^ ’- ' o d  c o m m a n d e d  A d a m  not to eat 
of the tree of the knowledge of 
good and evil. Since that exhortation 
the world has been dominated by sin. 
Adam had the privilege of eating of 
every other fruit but he chose to 
indulge of the forbidden fruit,
The “ apple” has received all of 
the blame down through the centuries 
for the fall o f man. However, it was 
the pair on the ground who had the 
pow er of choice. The “ apple” rep­
resented sin, and Adam and Eve could 
either partake of it or refuse it.
W e are faced with the very same 
problems in our day. The devil lures 
our people by the beauty and attrac­
tiveness of worldliness. However, 
these becom e sin only when we yield 
to a desire for them.
Many people are taken up with 
the task of getting rid of the “ apple,” 
but they fail to deal with the inward 
workings of sin. Had Adam  and Eve 
so loved God, they would have never 
yielded to the wooing of the forbid­
den fruit.
A s a minister of the gospel I am 
challenged by this great truth. W e 
can bring back prohibition, becom e
*Tulsa, Oklahom a.
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Carrie Nations, defeat communism, 
outlaw houses of sin, and an edict 
can be passed that all must attend 
church; but unless there is a change 
within the heart of man, sin will re­
main.
Essential is it to see how  we are 
frittering away our ministry when 
we dwell upon incidentals and never 
go into the deeper things of God. The 
world situation today affords me one 
of the greatest opportunities to preach 
the words of my Saviour and to point 
people to a refuge that will last when 
the bombs are falling to this earth. 
May the Lord help me to remain 
faithful to my calling.
The “ apple” might remain on the 
tree, but if there is no desire for the 
“ apple,” then it is of no significance. 
But if the pair remain on the ground 
and they desire what God forbids, 
then the fault is in the pair and not 
in the apple.
The things that w e call sin today 
are only the manifestations of a heart 
condition. Clean up the heart and 
the “ apple” w ill hold no more sway 
on your life.
It wasn’t the “ apple” on the tree, 
but the pair on the ground, which 
was responsible for sin.
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T h o u g h t s  o n  C h r i s t m a s
“To the child, Christmas is wondrous 
because it is so now; to his grandfather, 
Christmas is wondrous because it is 
old.”—Cambridge Associates.
A  s t u d e n t  wrote on an examination 
paper just before the Christmas holi­
days, “Only the Lord knows the answer 
to this question. Merry Christmas.”
When he got his paper back, the pro­
fessor had written: “The Lord gets an 
A ; you get an F. Happy New Year.” 
—from Nuggets.
C h r i s t m a s ! Let’s spend less time 
looking forward to this one, and more 
time looking backward at the first one. 
— R i c h a r d  H a n s o n .
T h e  F i r s t  C h r i s t m a s  C a r d
It is said that the first known mod­
ern Christmas cards appeared first in 
1843. Sir Henry Cole, an imaginative 
and distinguished London museum di­
rector, had his artist friend, J. C. Hors­
ley, design 1,000 cards for him which 
bore the now standard greeting: “A 
Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.” 
—From Today’s Health.
“ C h r i s t m a s  i s  a beautiful sentiment. 
It is a beautiful faith. It is the trusting, 
the strong faith of a child. It is the 
never-failing belief of humanity in the 
truly miraculous. But it is even more. 
It is a force against which the most 
powerful evils cannot stand for long, nor 
the most wicked of men have power 
over. Christmas has altered the world.” 
—Sunshine Magazine.
T h e r e  a r e  s t a r s  in the sky, as well as 
thunder and lighting.
There is goodwill in the hearts of 
men at Christmastime.
Clouds scud along the horizon, some­
times building up to frightening thun- 
derheads. Angry voices t h u n d e r  
without reason. And threats, like light­
ning, break over the people’s heads.
Yet, the eternal stars are there—stars 
of hope, of faith, of love—now dimmed 
or hidden by clouds, now breaking 
through with clarity and brilliance and 
strength, that will not be denied.
May these stars be the guiding stars 
of the wise men of all nations. May they 
light the path of peace.
That is the Christmas prayer of the 
people.—From T i t m u s  T i d i n g s .
“ P e a c e , therefore, is a vain hope so 
long as men are ruled by selfishness, 
disregarding the rights of their fellow 
creatures. It was said by Edward Benes 
in 1929 that to make peace in Europe 
possible, the last representative of the 
prewar generation must die and take 
his prewar mentality into the grave 
with him. It was a harsh saying, per­
haps too harsh, but it recognized a fun­
damental principle. There can be no 
peace where war mentality prevails.”— 
Sunshine Magazine.
G o o d  C h a r a c t e r
“Sometimes the sun seems to hang 
for half an hour on the horizon, only 
just to show how glorious it can be. 
The day is done, the fervor of shining 
is over, and the sun hangs golden in 
the west, making everything look un­
speakably beautiful, with the rich ef­
fulgence which it sheds on every side. 
So God seems to let some people, when 
their duty in this world is done, hang 
in the west, that man may realize how 
worthwhile they really are.”—H e n r y  
W a r d  B e e c h e r .
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K e e p  J u m p i n g !
An ambitious young man asked a 
great merchant to reveal the secret of 
success. “Just jump at your opportu­
nity,” answered the merchant. “But,” 
said the young man, “how can I tell 
when my opportunity is coming?” “You 
can’t,” replied the merchant, “just keep 
j umping.”—Anon.
D e d i c a t i o n
William Carey cobbled shoes with a 
map of the world on the wall. But it 
wasn’t the world on the wall that took 
Carey out of the cobbler’s shop and 
sent him to India. It was the world in 
his heart!—H e r s c h e l  H . H o b b s .
S t e p s  D o w n w a r d — M o d e r n  T e r m s ,





5. Fed u p .
Remedy?—6. Give up.
Result?—7. Fixed up!
— E . S t a n l e y  J o n e s  in  The Way
W a t c h  t h e  T u r n s  i n  D r i v i n g
1. Turn around, that is, if you’re 
going the wrong way.
2. Turn down, turn down the old 
habits and the old ways.
3. Turn in (and tune in) so you can 
be where God can speak to you.
4. Turn up (and tone up) if you are 
flat and out of tune.
5. Turn out. Turn out from self- 
centeredness. The end of life is to get 
beyond yourself and to be of help to 
others.
— E . S t a n e l y  J o n e s  in  The Way
S h o r t  T a k e s  f r o m  R e a l  L if e
One speaker sat down sadly after a 
wordy discourse and remarked: “ I 
couldn’t have said less, unless I had 
said more.”
A l i t t l e  b o y , l a t e  f o r  s c h o o l ,  a s k e d  
God t o  h e l p  h i m  t o  b e  t h e r e  o n  t im e .
He ran, stumbled, and then breathless­
ly said, “God I asked You to help me, 
but don’t push me.”
O n e  m a n  p r a y e d  this prayer very 
often, “Fill me, Lord.” A  man nearby 
was overheard to say, “You can’t Lord. 
He leaks.” “Many are not filled, be­
cause if they were, they would leak out 
by undisciplined living.”
S o m e o n e  has said that “there are 
seven deadly sins: The first is dis­
honesty, the other six are selfishness.”
A w o m a n  who had been healed of 
paralysis in both limbs and arthritis, 
when she surrendered all and fully 
trusted, said to the Lord, “Now, Lord, 
you’ve healed me. What are You going 
to do about my overweight?” This an­
swer came: “This kind goeth not out 
save by . . . fasting.”
Two p r e a c h e r s  were being analyzed 
by two laymen. They came to this con­
clusion: “When one stands up to 
preach, he preaches eloquently, but he 
is alone. When the other man stands 
up, there isn’t the eloquence, but the 
effect is astonishingly different. The 
reason is, now there are two.” His 
abilities had been taken hold of by 
Another and heightened. His words 
had within them the Word.
H e  B e g a n — T h e y  B e g a n  
Acts 1:1. “Jesus began . . .”
Acts 2:4. “They began . . .”
—E. S. J.
M o d e r n  A g e
“The keynote of our daily living is 
‘rush.’ Nobody seems to have enough 
time for work or leisure, nor even good 
manners. Our mass media, radio and 
television, certainly add their share to 
our tension-ridden time. We do not 
even read books any more. We rush 
through ‘condensed digests.’ Frozen 
food and the pressure cooker have sup­
planted pride in the cooking of a meal.” 
D r . W a l t e r  J. G e r s t l e
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Theme: Christmas Light
T e x t : The people that walked in dark­
ness have seen a great light: they that 
dwell in the land of the shadow of 
death, upon them hath the light shined 
(Isa. 9:2).
I l l u s t r a t i o n : “Your little candle may 
not light the room, but it can light the 
candle next to it, which in turn can do 
the same, until all the candles are light­
ed and darkness is gone.”—R u t h  
S m e l t z e r .
1. There was the light of prophecy.
2. There was the light of the An­
nunciation.
3. There was the light from the star.
4. There was the light from God’s 
presence, illuminating the stable.
5. There is the Light that lighteth 
every man.
Theme: Immanuel
T e x t :  Therefore the Lord himself shall 
give you a sign; Behold, a virgin shall 
conceive, and bear a son, and shall call 
his name Immanuel (Isa. 7 : 1 4 ) .
Christ’s mission is revealed in a two­
fold name—Immanuel, Jesus.
Immanuel in Isaiah had reference to 
Someone who should deliver the nation 
from immediate troubles.
Jesus—C o m m o n  J e w i s h  name. 
Hoshua means “ the Helper.” “Je” add­
ed means “ God.” Hence, “God, our 
Helper.”
Joseph’s dream rich in understanding 
Christ’s mission.
Theme: Mary’s Wonderful Spiritual 
Experience
T e x t : And blessed is she that believed: 
for there shall be a performance of 
those things which were told her from 
the Lord (Luke 1:45).
Van Doren says: God’s promises 
during 6,000 years have not failed in 
one letter. He is faithful in rewarding 
His friends and punishing His foes. 
Zacharias, unable to speak to Mary, a 
guest three months under his roof.
The rabbis assert that the joy of 
mothers at the escape at the Red Sea 
caused unborn offspring to leap for 
joy.
Theme: The Advent Story Told
T e x t :  For, behold, 1 bring you good 
tidings of great joy, which shall be to 
all people (Luke 2 : 1 0 ) .
Why the great joy?
Because of the “fulness of time” 
Because of the person of Christ 
Because of personal salvation 
Because of a great consummation
Theme: The Manifested Christ
T e x t :  For the life was manifested, and 
we have seen it, and bear witness, and 
shew unto you that eternal life, which 
was with the Father, and was manifest­
ed unto us ( I  John 1 : 2 ) .
1. Manifested in order to take on 
tangible form
2. John’s testimony of the life mani­
fested
3. Manifested to “take away our sins”
4. Manifested to “destroy the works 
of the devil”
5. Manifested so that we may be able 
to live His life through us
Theme: This Is the Victory
T e x t : “I have given . . . you . . . the 
blood . . (Lev. 17:11).
T h e m e : Victory Before Battle 
T e x t : II Cor. 2 :1 4
“I never raise a glass of water to my 
lips without asking God’s blessing. I 
never seal a letter without putting a 
word of prayer under the seal. I never 
take a letter from the post without a 
brief sending of my thoughts heaven­
ward.”—G e n e r a l  S t o n e w a l l  J a c k s o n .
T h e m e : He Can Do It Again!
T e x t : II Chron. 1 6 :8
T h e m e : Deliverer and Defender 
T e x t : Ps. 3 3 :2 0
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^PREACHING PROGRAM-----
We Have an Altar
S c r i p t u r e : Gen. 22:3-8
T e x t : Gen. 22:9; Heb. 13:10
I n t r o d u c t i o n :
A. The word altar appears many
times in the Scriptures.
1. Implied with Cain and Abel.
2. On through the scripture to 
the golden altar of Rev. 9:13.
B. Always connected with worship.
1. Not always of God. Solo­
mon, Ahab, and others.
2. Hebrews speaks of the 
Christian’s altar. That is 
what concerns us.
I . T h e  A l t a r  o f  t h e  A n c i e n t  J e w s .
A. Built according to God’s in­
structions.
1. A sacred, hallowed thing.
2. Not to be treated lightly or 
common.
3. Here their sacrifices were 
offered to God. They were to 
be something that cost them 
something, as with David in
II Sam. 24:24.
B. It was a part of their everyday
life.
1. In their journeys it went 
where they did.
2. Later it was established in 
the Tabernacle and then in 
the Temple.
3. Always in their thinking 
was the fact of the altar.
C. It represented God’s presence.
1. A constant reminder.
2. There God often met with 
them in a special way.
3. Abraham offered Isaac and 
again he waited as in Gen. 
15:9-17.
4. Because it represented God’s 
presence they knew they 
could meet Him there. Sol­
omon’s prayer at the dedi­
cation of the Temple.
D. It often stood between them 
and disaster.
1. In times of war.
2. Because it was being used.
3. Hezekiah’s letter from Sen­
nacherib (II Kings 19:14).
II. W e  H a v e  a n  A l t a r
A. Differs in churches.
1. Some ornamental, elaborate, 
ritualistic.
2. To some it is a place to 
humble oneself.
B. We no longer offer sacrifices 
upon it.
1. No literal fire burns, no 
sprinkled blood, no smoking 
incense.
2. We know it has no merit in 
itself, but a convenient place 
to pray, to humble oneself.
C. As long as it is a vital part of 
our churches it too marks God’s 
presence.
1. Must be more than orna­
mental, formal, or ritual­
istic.
D. Who knows how many times it 
too has kept us from disaster?
1. God does have regard for 
His people.
2. They have been saved from 
disaster often.
3. Not that sorrows do not 
come, but God’s presence 
softens the blow and en­
durance is given.
4. There is a God to turn to, 
the God symbolized by the 
altar.
III. T h e r e  Is A n o t h e r  A l t a r  T h a t  W e
M u s t  H a v e .
A. We do not use the altar as did 
Israel.
1. We do have one in the 
church, but that is not 
enough.
2. We need the altar in our 
homes. A place where one 
can gather the family to­
gether and shut the door on 
things of stress, strain, and 
distraction.
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3. “The family that prays to­
gether stays t o g e t h e r.” 
There is a bond that nothing 
can break. An invisible tie.
B. In ancient Israel the father was 
the priest in the home.
1. He instructed as to what to 
do. Taught the children. An­
swered their questions and 
set the example of a devoted, 
godly life.
2. God paid Abraham high 
compliment in Gen. 18:19. 
And God blessed him be­
cause the altar was estab­
lished in his home.
C. But these blessings are not all 
of the past.
1. Dr. J. G. Morrison tells of 
pioneer life in the Dakotas 
in the early days. Storms 
came, fire swept the prairies, 
but his father always knew 
the right passage of scrip­
ture to turn to. And there 
was the feeling that his 
prayer had touched heaven.
2. In my own life Mother was 
widowed with two small 
children. Left with a heavy 
load. But God gave a prom­
ise one day, Ps. 91:10, and 
she went on in the strength 
of that.
C o n c l u s i o n :
A. We all want God’s help at 
times. Often need it more than 
anything else.
B. We must then prepare for those 
times.
1. Seek Him when all is going 
well. Build up a backlog of 
prayer.
2. Job had prepared himself for 
the day of trouble. God even 
challenged Satan to take a 
look at him.
C. We live in strenuous days.
1. We need to be fortified for 
events that could occur. We 
can do that only by being in 
touch with God constantly.
2. How could we do it better 
than around the family al­
tar?
— A r t h u r  J. S t o t t  
Selah, Washington
A  Study in Holiness
S c r i p t u r e : I  P e t .  2:1-3 
I n t r o d u c t i o n :
This passage begins with “where­
fore,” indicating that it is a continuation 
of what was being said in the previous 
chapter.
Note the reason why the apostle 
exhorts us to do the things in vv. 1 and 
2; because we have been born again.
Let us consider the content of vv. 
1-3 within the framework of chapter 
one.
I . T h e  N e g a t iv e  A p p r o a c h  t o  H o l i ­
n e s s  (v. 1).
A. The exhortation is, “laying 
aside . . . ,” implying that ef­
fort is necessary on our part 
to become wholly sanctified and 
mature.
B. A complete separation is re­
quired—“laying aside all [ital­
ics] malice . . .”
C. This exhortation is an echo of 
the Apostle Paul: “Put off the 
old man with his deeds.”
II. T h e  P o s i t i v e  A p p r o a c h  t o  H o l i ­
n e s s  (v. 2).
A. This is an exhortation to 
growth.
B. A command to “desire.” Be 
true to your natural inclination 
as a babe in Christ and clamor 
for milk.
C. The purpose of our desire is 
that we “may grow thereby.”
I I I .  P r o v e  Y o u r  E x p e r i e n c e  b y  Y o u r
W o r k s  ( v . 3).
A. If you’ve found it worthwhile 
serving the Lord, act like it!
B. If God has saved you and 
changed your life, live differ­
ently!
C. If you’re a “babe in Christ,” 
either newly born or of long
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standing, nourish yourself on 
the Word and grow!
— W i l l i a m  C . S u m m e r s  
Washington, D.C.
God’s Search for a Man
T e x t : Ezek. 22:30
I n t r o d u c t i o n :
The context of the scripture
I . G o d  W a s  L o o k i n g  f o r  a  M a n .
A. He could have found an angel.
B. He could have created a being 
that would have done His bid­
ding.
C. God uses men to assist Him in 
dealing with other men.
I I .  G o d  H a d  a  S p e c i f i c  J o b  t o  B e
D o n e .
A. To stand in the gap.
B. To form a protecting hedge.
C. To stand in the place for oth­
ers, as Abraham did for Sodom.
III. B u t  T h e r e  W a s  N o n e .
A. There was no one to carry a 
burden for the lost.
B. There was no one to visit the 
sick.
C. There was no one to greet the 
visitors at the door and wel­
come them.
IV. G o d ’s  P r o t e c t in g  H e d g e  Is K e p t  i n
G o o d  R e p a i r  b y  L o y a l  C h r i s t i a n s .
A. Loyal to God.
B. Loyal to the church.
C. Loyal to oneself.
D. Loyal to the lost.
— W i l l i a m  C . S u m m e r s
The Conflict of the Carnal
S c r i p t u r e : Gal. 5 :2 2 - 2 6 ;  Rom. 1 2 : 1 - 2  
I n t r o d u c t i o n : It has always been 
known that man could not save 
himself. Now psychiatrists are say­
ing that the Christian religion 
comes nearer to meeting man’s 
need than any remedy that has 
ever been found.
Notice that:
I. T h e  U n s a n c t i f i e d  P e r s o n  Is i n  
C o n f l i c t .
A. He is in conflict with God. “For 
the carnal mind is enmity 
against God.”
B. He is in conflict with others. 
“By this shall all men know 
that ye are my disciples, if ye 
have love one to another.”
C. He is in conflict with himself. 
“The double minded man is un­
stable in all his ways.”
I I .  G o d  R e q u i r e s  a  T o t a l  S u r r e n d e r .
A. A total denial of one’s own in­
terests.
B. A total death to selfish am­
bitions.
C. A total commitment to God’s 
will.
I I I .  T h e  E x p e r i e n c e  a n d  S u b s e q u e n t
L i f e  o f  H o l i n e s s  W i l l  I n t e g r a t e
O n e ’ s  P e r s o n a l i t y .
A. It will unify your aims and pur­
poses.
B. It will clarify your vision.
C. It will bring one’s moral con­
cepts into focus.
I l l u s . 1 . Song: “Then Jesus Came.”
2. George Mueller said: “There 
was a day when I died, utterly died; 
died to George Mueller, his opinions, 
preferences, tastes, and will—died to the 
world, its approval or censure, died to 
the approval or blame even of my breth­
ren and friends—and since then I have 
studied only to show myself approved 
unto God.”
3. “Try Christ’s way; it’s a 
glorious way of joy and peace. Try 
Christ’s way; then the conflicts of your 
life will cease.”
— W i l l i a m  C. S u m m e r s
A  little light in Bethlehem ,
No larger than a candle’s flame, 
A  w ee white light in Bethlehem , . .
Silver and small it came.
And many slept and did not see 
The faint, far gleam when dark 
unfurled  
The little light that grew to be 
The Light of all the world.
— A u t h o r  U n k n o w n
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Staying Within the Lines
I n t r o d u c t i o n : My little three-year-old 
was coloring one day and said to 
me: “Daddy, am I staying within 
the lines?” And I began to think 
of how appropirate that question is 
when applied to our lives. Are 
we staying within the lines pro­
scribed by the gospel?
I. T h e  B e ’s  o f  t h e  G o s p e l
A. “Be ye therefore perfect” (Matt. 
5:48).
B. “Be not ye therefore like unto 
them” (Matt. 6:8).
C. “Therefore be ye also ready” 
(Matt. 24:44).
D. “If thou wilt be perfect” (Matt. 
19:24).
I I .  T h e  G o ’s  o f  t h e  G o s p e l
A. “Go ye also into the vineyard” 
(Matt. 20:7).
B. “Go ye therefore into the high­
ways” (Matt. 22:9).
C. “Go ye out to meet him” (Matt. 
25:6).
D. “ Go ye therefore, and teach all 
nations” (Matt. 28:19).
E. “And go quickly, and tell” 
(Matt. 28:7).
I I I .  T h e  D o ’ s  o f  t h e  G o s p e l
A. “But seek ye first”
B. “Do ye even so to them.”
C. “Therefore whosoever . . . do- 
eth”
— W i l l i a m  C. S u m m e r s
Witnesses First
T e x t : And ye shall be witnesses
I . T h e  R e a s o n  f o r  W i t n e s s i n g
A. Because we are commanded to 
“go ye into all the world, and 
preach.”
B. Because we are empowered— 
“And ye shall receive power, 
after that the Holy Ghost is 
come upon you.”
C. For Christ’s sake— “Inasmuch as 
ye have done it unto one of the 
least of these . . .  ye have done 
it unto me.”
II. S o m e  E x a m p l e s  o f  W i t n e s s i n g
A. Andrew brought Peter; Peter 
won thousands.
B. The woman of Samaria is a 
good example.
C. Philip, the layman.
I I I .  S o m e  M e t h o d s  o f  W i t n e s s i n g
A. Mass witnessing—the preach­
ing of the gospel.
B. Witnessing to families—the hos­
pitality method.
C. Personal witnessing.
1. Jesus did personal and mass 
witnessing.
I l l u s . Moody said he wanted “a mon­
ument with two legs going about the 
world—a saved sinner, telling about the 
salvation of Jesus Christ.”
— W i l l i a m  C. S u m m e r s
T h e  C h u r c h
“The church that does not reach out, 
fades out.”—Christian Advocate.
From the Christian Observer comes 
this story: “Once, near the close of the 
first world war, a chaplain said to his 
men: ‘Cheer up! Remember you are 
building a new world.’ To which one 
of his men replied, ‘You are wrong, 
chaplain. We are not building a new 
world; that is your job and the job of 
the Church. We are just destroying the 
old one.’ ”
Back Seats: Human nature doesn’t 
change very much even in the matter 
of church habits. As a proof that the 
practice of crowding the rear seats in 
our churches is not merely of recent 
development, we quote from the Apos­
tolic Constitutions dating from the year 
a .d . 380 in Syria:
“Let the deacons have charge of the 
seats in the church so that all who come 
in may take their own place, and not 
stay back near the door.”
The Christian Union Herald observes: 
“There are more women in church 
services than men; but there are more 
men in jail than women.”
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THE N E W  BIBLE D IC T IO N A R Y
J. D. Douglas, Editor (Eerdmans, 1962, 1,400 pages, cloth, $12.95)
This is called a “new” Bible dictionary because each article in it has 
been prepared specifically for this volume. These are not revisions of 
earlier writings found in other dictionaries, but each of the scores of 
authors prepared the material especially for this volume, taking advantage 
of the most recent Biblical studies and the most recent findings of archae­
ology.
There are 2,300 articles and 140 authors. Throughout the volume there 
has been an avowed purpose of maintaining a loyalty to the Scriptures 
and a conservative approach to every controversial issue.
CHRIST A N D  THE POW ERS
H. Berkof (Herald Press, 1962, 64 pages, paper, $1.25)
Here will be found a careful and scholarly discussion of Paul’s concept 
of principalities and powers. Strongly supported by scripture, here is a 
careful and conservative exegesis of some of Paul’s references such as 
Rom. 8:38; I Cor. 3:22; 2:8.
We have read so frequently Paul’s references to “powers,” and in 
my reading I have not previously run across an able discussion of this 
technical expression. You will not agree with all of the author’s con­
clusions, but he does stimulate the mind and opens up a channel of 
thought that, as far as I have discovered, is largely neglected. The little 
book is overpriced, however, for a technical study, but is worth the price.
THE PASTO R : THE M A N  A N D  HIS M IN IST R Y
IIion T. Jones (Westminster, 1961, 158 pages, cloth, $3.50)
The author is concerned to deal, not with the minister’s task, but 
with the minister himself, feeling that many of today’s young ministers 
are woefully at odds with the New Testament concept of a pastor. He 
writes searchingly of call and commitment, concept of the task, acceptance 
of its disciplines and sacrifices, and the pastor’s stewardship of body, 
time, money; the pastor’s personal life, social life, marital life, and family 
life.
Jones has a message of special relevance to the ministers of his con­
nection. I am not sure he speaks too well to ours. He is vague when 
discussing the pastor’s personal experience of salvation through Christ. 
He betrays a weak exegesis of Christ’s temptation. The strong thing in 
the book is the chapter on the pastor’s “Conception and Acceptance of 
His Role.”
As a general book on the minister’s task and the sort of person he 
needs to be to fulfill it, the book has real merit. The insistence on New 
Testament norms of ministry is especially welcome. Most all ministers 
could read this with profit.'—W. E. M c C u m b e r .
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A HISTORY OF IMMERSION
William L. Lumpkin (Broadman Press, 1962, 40 pages, paper, 75c)
Scarcely would one expect to find in such a brief compass so thorough 
a study of any subject as this. It is avowedly in favor of immersion, and 
yet presents a carefully documented story of the movement among re­
ligious groups relative to baptism. I have read books four or five times 
this large that did not have as much factual, documented material as does 
this little monograph. While our denominational position is one of free­
dom regarding the mode of baptism, any minister will increase his store 
of knowledge regarding the background of baptism by possessing and 
reading carefully this little paperback.
H EAR T C R Y FOR R E V IV A L
Stephen F. Olford (Revel, 1962, 128 pages, cloth, $2.50)
One of the encouraging signs in modern-day church life, especially 
among the conservative groups, is the widespread and deep-seated yearn­
ing for genuine revival. There is seen on every hand an abhorrence of 
superficial emotional stirrings. Men are calling out everywhere for re­
vival with a depth that affects the moral, ethical lives of the church and 
community.
Heart Cry for Revival is one of the strongest books that has been 
produced recently. Speaking to this very point, the author is the pastor 
of Calvary Baptist Church, New York City. The chapters of this book 
were originally lectures given at various conventions. The author apolo­
gizes by stating that these were taken down electronically as he preached 
and were not originally prepared in manuscript form. Thus they have a 
sermonic style, but they also have a warmth and fervency that is superb 
and thrilling. There are eight chapters, each one dealing with a different 
approach to revival. Out of his deep research the author includes some 
of the most potent material that a minister can use himself in illustrating 
his own sermons when he also pleads for revival.
I think you will not agree with the author on his definition of re­
vival. I did not agree with him, for he insists that revivals are sent 
by the sovereign will of God, and I think this is an oversimplification. 
The author also, not being Wesleyan, does not plead for full deliverance 
from inbred sin. He feels that dual nature is something that is retained 
in every Christian until death. But recognizing some of these weaknesses 
in the book doctrinally, let me urge you to read it on your knees until 
your heart there will well up an equally fervent heart cry for revival.
SER M O N S FR O M  TH E P SA L M S
Calvin P. Swank (Baker, 1962, 128 pages, cloth, $2.50)
Here will be found seven sermons, each based upon one of the peni­
tential pslams. The author organizes his material in these psalms by ad­
dressing them to the seven deadly sins. This gives a distinct contribution 
to the book that makes it valuable as sermonic material. In the early part 
of the book he has a discussion of the psalms which is helpful as intro­
ductory material to the seven sermons which make up the body of the 
book.
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S-17
Stott, Arthur J . ,  We Have an Altar (outline), D-36 
Summers, William C., Staying Within the Lines (outline), 
D-39; Conflict of the Carnal, The (outline), D-38; Faith 
That Failed (outline), F-41; God's Search for a Man 
(outline), D-38; Man with the Voice, The (outline), 
F-42; Study in Holiness (outline), D-37; What Will 
You Do with Christ? F-42; Witness First (outline), D-39
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Tarrant, David J . ,  Doctor of the Soul (outline), J-42;
Settling Your Own Destiny (outline), J-42 
Taylor, Richard S ., An Open Letter to a Calvinist (article), 
My-14
Taylor, Willard H., Meet Rudolph Bultmann (forum), Ju-6 
Thomas, J .  Melton, Paul, a Servant (outline), N-42; Paul, 
Brother Beloved (outline), 0-41; Paul, Prisoner of Jesus 
Christ (outline), IM-41; Paul, the Missionary (outline), 
0-31
Tozer, A. W., Humility, True and False (article), Au-30
Van Dyne, Glen L., I Can Walk Where Jesus Walked (ar­
ticle), J I-37
Van Note, Gene, Hallelujah's Above the Wreckage (outline), 
My-42; If I Should Wake Before I Die (outline), My-43; 
Life's Afterglow (sermon), M-20 
Vaughn, Ruth, Prayer for a Young Minister (article), S-30 
Vogt, Kenneth, Only Way to Make Real Nazarenes, The (ar­
ticle), J I -34
Walker, W. B.( Pastor Speaks, A (article), Au-32 
Wells, Albert M., Measure of Giving More, The (sermon), 
J-15
Wessels, Dean, Stewardship Is Not a One-Way Street (ar­
ticle), F -l
West, Ralph E ., Ebenezer (outline), Au-42 
White, James R., God Makes a Difference (outline), N-43 
Whitman, Howard, How to Help Someone in Sorrow (article), 
My-35
Wilbanks, J . V., Prayer Meeting: Preaching Service or 
People's Service? (article), N-28 
Wiley, H. Orton, Testimony of the Psalms to Christ, The 
(article), S-6
Williams, Clarence, True Christmas, The (sermon), D-5 
Williamson, Audrey J . (articles), "Queen of the Parson­
age": M-26; A-26; My-26; Ju-26; JI-26; Au-26; S-26; 
0-26; N-26; D-26 
Wolford, Roy E ., Good and Faithful Servants (outline), 
S-45; My Utmost for His Highest (outline), S-42 
Wood, Skevington, The More Excellent Way (article), J-32 
Wordsworth, E. E ., Absorbing Criticism (article), M-23; 
"Go . . . Tell . . . Peter" (outline), 0-46; Plea for 
a Church Prayer Room, A (article), D-22; Pulpit Ora­
tory (article), F-23; Saving Precious Church Service 
Moments (article), N-32; Welcoming Committee (article), 
S-23
Wyatt, Powell, Paul's Battle Cry (article), Au-46 
Wright, Jack, Foundation for Life, A (outline), J-44
Subjects
Absorbing Criticism (article), E. E. Wordsworth, M-23 
Abundant Assurance (starter), Nelson G. Mink, My-40 
Aloneness of Jesus, The (outline), Duane Springer, F-41 
An Open Letter to a Calvinist (article), Richard S. Taylor, 
My-14
And Preach as You Go (article), Floyd Doud Shafer, A-9 
"Apple" on the Tree or the Pair on the Ground, The? (ar­
ticle), John G. Hall, D-32 
Are Those Steppingstones or Stumbling Blocks? (editorial), 
Norman R. Oke
Baptism with the Holy Ghost and Fire (starter), Nelson G. 
Mink, J I -40
Beyond the Call of Duty (outline), Bill Youngman, A-45 
Bible Texts That Have Made Soul-winning History (article), 
Joseph T. Larson, A-28 
Bultmann, Rudolph (forum)—
Bultmann's Existential Theology, J .  Kenneth Grider, Ju-16 
Meet Rudolph Bultmann, Willard H. Taylor, Ju-6
Rudolph Bultmarm as New Testament Theologian, John L. 
Knight, Ju-12
Bypass the Troublemakers (article), Wallace A. Ely, A-14
Call to Separation, A (outline), Russell Metcalfe, 0-42 
Can You Afford It, Preacher? (article), Verdean F. Owens, 
My-27
Captain's Orders (sermon), Albert Lown, J 1-13 
Carpenter or King? (outline), Albert Lown, A-46 
Challenge of Communication, The; or Propogate or Perish 
(article), Kenneth E. Geiger, N-4 
Choices and God (outline), Ivan A. Beals, N-45 
Christian's Declaration of Independence (outline), Rupert 
Cravens, My-45 
Christian Love (outline), James Robertson, N-43 
Church Architecture and How It Affects Your Ministry 
(forum)—
Building Churches for Evangelism, Edward Lawlor, 0-9 
Church Architecture Is Important, Roy F. Smee, 0-5 
Housing the Home Mission Church, Lyle Eckley, 0-15 
Housing the Home Mission Church, John L. Knight, 0-14 
Must We Sacrifice Our Mission for Our Buildings? Roy J. 
Yeider, 0-17
Pastor's Place in the Building Program, The, E. L. Cor- 
nelison, 0-19
Translating Our Theology into Architecture, Alpin Bowes, 
0-21
Working with Your Architect, Ray Bowman, 0-11 
Clay Doesn't Have to Be Muddy (editorial), Norman R. Oke, 
M-l
Come Back, 0 Church, Come Back (article), Floyd Doud 
Shafer, D-13
Conflict of the Carnal, The (outline), William C. Summers, 
D-38
Contend for the Faith (sermon), Arthur Hedley, A-6 
Contending for the Faith (outline), R. J .  Nikkei, N-44 
Consequences of Backsliding, The (outline), Henry T . Beyer, 
My-41
Cost of the Cup, The (outline), W. M. Lynch, J-43
Difficulties of Disbelief (outline), Ivan A. Beals, N-46 
Dignity of the Pulpit, The (article), Fred Smolchuck, D-20 
Doctor of the Soul (outline), David J . Tarrant, J-42 
Does History Always Repeat Itself? (editorial), Norman R. 
Oke, Au-1
Don't Ignore Great Sorrow (article), S. L. Morgan, My-33 
Don't Throw Away Old Outlines (article), Wallace A. Ely, 
S-21
Double Portion of the Spirit, The (starter), Nelson G. 
Mink, Ju-39
Duty of Christian Brotherhood, The (outline), Bill Young­
man, A-43
Duty of Maintaining Christian Harmony, The (outline), Bill 
Youngman, A-44 
Duty of Unqualified Forgiveness (outline), Bill Youngman, 
A-43
Duty of Voluntary Virtue (outline), Bill Youngman, A-42
Easter Miracles (starter), Nelson G. Mink, A-41
Easter, a Positive Proof of Christianity (outline), S. D.
Hulett, M. 46 
Ebenezer (outline), Ralph E. West, Au-42 
Eight Reasons Why I Am a Christian (starter), Nelson G. 
Mink, N-40
Evangelist: His Place, Preaching, and Pay, The (article), 
William S. Deal, My-28 
Evangelist— It's Nine-thirty! Naomi Meadows (article), N-23 
Evangelism and the Great Commission (article), L. A. Og­
den, S-14
Everybody Ought to Know! (outline), R. F. Metcalfe, Ju-44 
Existentialism, What Is? (article), Delbert R. Gish, J-12
Face of Jesus, The (starter), Nelson G. Mink, A-41
Facing a Great Challenge (starter), J-39
Faith, Fact, and Feeling (outline), Delmar Stalter, My-44
Faith That Failed (outline), William C. Summers, F-41
Family Revival, A (article), W. M. Lynch, S-12
Father, Pleading for His Son, A (outline), Hadley Hall, Au-45
Federal Aid to Parochial Schools (forum)—
Changing Attitudes Toward the Question of Public Aid for 
Parochial Schools, Delbert Gish, M-18 
Federal Funds Already Being Provided for Parochial 
Schools, Fred Floyd, M-14
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History of Federal Aid for Parochial Schools in the 
United States, The, Paul L. Gresham, M-12 
How Canada Handles the Problem, Arnold Airhart, M-16 
How Various Denominations Feel About It , J . Kenneth 
Grider, M-7
Problem and Why It Concerns Evangelical Ministers, The, 
Delbert R. Gish, M-4 
: inancing the Church Program (article), David L. Saucier, 
D-16
: ixing of a Great Gulf, The (starter), Nelson G. Mink, N-40 
: ive Mighty Meanings of Easter (starter), Nelson G. Mink, 
A-41
ror Such a Time as This (outline), Neil Hightower, JI-44 
ror Company's Sake (article), Rodney Sangster, A-36 
ror Whom the Bell Rings (article), John W. May, N-17 
foundation for Life (outline), Jack Wright, J-44 
r ragrance of a Godly Life, The (starter), Leonard J .
Deakins, J-39 
=uneral Message, A (outline), Ross Cribbis, My-42
Set Your Foot in the Door (article), George C. Desmond, 
A-30
Setting in Focus (outline), Don Newell, Au-44 
Give Out to Keep Full (outline), Ivan A. Beals, J-41 
God's Message in Misfortune (outline), George W. Privett, 
Ju-40
God's Search for a Man (outline), William C. Summers, D-38 
Going Forward with Christ (outline), Joseph T. Larson, 0-45 
Good and Faithful Servants (outline), Roy E. Wolford, S-45 
"Go . . . Tell . . . Peter" (outline), E. E. Wordsworth, 
0-46
Gospel for the Barbarian, The (outline), Paul E. Cable, Ju-44 
Gospel for the Greek, The (outline), Paul E. Cable, Ju-46 
Gospel for the Roman, The (outline), Paul E. Cable, Ju-45 
Glory of Christ, The (outline), Neil Hightower, JI-41 
God Makes a Difference (outline), James R. White, N-43 
Greek New Testament, Gleanings from the (article), Ralph 
Earle: J-9 ; F-13; M-29; My-11; Ju-28; JI-8 ; Au-8; S-9; 
0-30; N-12; D-10 
Greek New Testament, Preaching Values in (article), Marvin 
Grooms, N-34 
Growing Up (outline), R. J .  Nikkei, N-45
Hallelujah's Above the Wreckage (outline), Gene Van Note, 
My-42
Happenings in the Upper Room (starter), Nelson G. Mink, 
Ju-39
Happy Story from the Land of the "Happy Climate," A, D-8 
Happy Versus the Unhappy Pastor, The (article), Leon 
Chambers, S-28 
Harmony of Holiness, The (starter), Nelson G. Mink, JI-40 
Healing of the Paralytic, The (outline), Bert Collins, S-46 
"He Is Here!" (outline), Leonard C. Newbert, M-45 
"He Is Not Here" (outline), Leonard C. Newbert, M-44 
"He Is Risen, as He Said" (outline), Carl W. Gray, Jr ., 
M-43
Here Is Good News, E. Wayne Stahl, F-30 
His Mortal Consummation (outline), J . R. Buffington, M-46 
Holiness Indoctrination for Nazarenes (article), H. B. 
Garvin, F-34
How Great Is God? (starter), Nelson G. Mink, N-40 
How Many Hours Can a Minister Squeeze Out? (article), 
N-31
How to Help Someone in Sorrow (article), Howard Whit­
man, My-35
How the First Methodist Was Sanctified (article), E. W.
Lawrence, Ju-33 
How to Recover Last Glory (starter), Nelson G. Mink, JI-40 
How We Betray Christ (outline), Delmar Stalter, M-42 
How We Solved the Problem (article), Joseph F. Nielson, 
J l - l l
Humility, True and False (article), A. W. Tozer, Au-30
I Can Walk Where Jesus Walked (article), Glen L. Van 
Dyne, J I -37
If I Should Wake Before I Die (outline), Gene Van Note, 
My-43
Importance of Real Prayer, The (outline), Henry T. Beyer, 
JI-45
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In Remembrance . . . Until He Comes (article), Harvey 
Blaney, M-38 
Inner Life, Joseph Parker (article), Au-38 
Is Our Problem Psychological or Is It  a Matter of Foun­
dation? (article), Delmar Stalter, A-33 
Is This the Twilight of Doctrine? (editorial), Norman R.
Cke, J l- l
I Was Dropped (article), A-20
Imputed or Imparted Holiness (article), Candidus, JI-16
J
Jesus, the Way (starter), Nelson G. Mink, Ju-39
Knothole Religion (outline), J . W. Ellis, J-43
Lessons from Our Ascended Lord (starter), Nelson G. Mink, 
A-41
Lessons from the Burning Bush (outline), Laura Forinash, 
S-45
Let's Call Our Sunday Evening Services Evangelistic (edi­
torial), Norman R. Oke, S-l 
Let's Have a Christmas We Can't Afford (editorial), Nor­
man R. Oke, D-l 
Let Me Speak for the Baby (article), Milo L. Arnold, A-16 
Let Your Light Shine (starter), M-41 
Life's Afterglow (sermon), Gene Van Note, M-20 
Light of the World, The (sermon), Clifford J . Mitchell, Au-28 
Listening to God (outline), Ivan A. Beals, N-45 
Listen, People, Listen (article), Floyd Doud Shafer, F-15 
Lost Art of Going to Prison, The (article), A-22 
Lost in Hell, The (outline), Henry T . Beyer, My-41
Man Nobody Wanted, The (sermon), John W. May, My-17 
Man Who Couldn't Keep His Hands off Beautiful Things, The 
(starter), M-41
Man with the Voice, The (outline), William C. Summers, 
F-42
Marriages, Counsel About Mixed (article), Wallace Ely, N-36 
Measure of Giving More, The (sermon), Albert M. Wells, 
J-15
Message of the Empty Tomb, The (outline), Clarence T. 
Moore, M-45
Ministerial Ethics (article), Murray K. Pallett, Au-15 
Mockery of "Hosannas" The (outline), Delmar Stalter, M-42 
Model Christian, A (outline), Henry T. Beyer, J r . , 0-44 
Minister and His Manual, The (article), Audry Williams 
Miller, D-30
More Excellent Way, The (article), Skevington Wood, J-32 
My Utmost for His Highest (outline), Roy E. Wolford, S-42
"Nonprofessional" Contact, The (article), Maynard James,
Au-36
0
Obedient! (outline), Delmar Stalter, S-43 
Old Paths, The (starter), Nelson G. Mink, N-40 
Only Way to Make Real Nazarenes, The (article) Kenneth 
Vogt, J I -34
Open Letter to Pastors, An (article), Dwayne Hildie, S-33 
Our Church and Mental Health (article), Claude A. Steele, 
S-17
Our God and Old-time Power (starter), S-39
Our Need for Woe Preachers (article), A. S. London, F-33
Our Sunday Night Evangelism (article), Bill R. Johnson, F-10
Painful Memories (starter), Nelson G. Mink, N-40 
Palms for the Kingdom (outline), Delmar Stalter, M-43 
Pardon and Purity (article), Sheridan Baker, S-31 
Pastor Speaks, A (outline), W. B. Walker, Au-32 
Paul, Brother Beloved (outline), J . Melton Thomas, 0-41 
Paul, a Servant (outline), J . Melton Thomas, N-42 
Paul's Battle Cry (outline), Powell Wyatt, Au-46 
Paul, the Missionary (outline), J . Melton Thomas, 0-31 
Paul's Prayer for the Church (starter), Nelson G. Mink, 
N-40
Paul, Prisoner of Jesus Christ (outline), J .  Melton Thomas, 
N-41
Pentecost— a Second Blessing (starter), Nelson G. Mink, 
Ju-39
Perfect Love (outline), Russell J . Long, J-40 
Peril of the Periphery, The (editorial), Norman R. Oke, 
N-l
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Pillars in the Church (outline), R. F . Metcalfe, Ju-43 
Place Near to God, The (outline), R. F. Metcalfe, Ju-43 
Plea for a Church Prayer Room (article), E. E. Words­
worth, D-22
Points for the Pastor to Ponder (starter), Claude E. Pit- 
tenger, My-43
Politics in Church Government (article), Chester Pike, A-32 
Practice the Presence of Jesus (outline), Ivan A. Beals, J-41 
Prayer for a Young Minister (article), Ruth Vaughn, S-30 
Prayer in Your Building Program (article), Harold R. 
Crosser, JI-21
Prayer Meeting: Preaching Service or People's Service?
(article), J . V. Wilbanks, N-28 
Prayer, Pre-Revival (article), Everette Robinson, S-19 
Pentecost— a Fulfillment (starter), Nelson G. Mink, Ju-39 
Preacher Left to Himself, A (article), Ernest E. Armstrong, 
JI -18
Preachers Must Practice What They Preach (article), Gor­
don D. Hall, My-20 
Preaching in a New Situation (article), R. A. Kerby, JI-28 
Preaching Poses Partnership (article), Wallace A. Ely, Ju-35 
Preacher's Devotional Life, The (article), H. B. Garvin, A-18 
Precious Faith Concerning Life and Godliness, The (outline), 
Ross Price, J-45 
Precision and Freedom in Worship (article), James H. In­
galls, Au-23
Pulpit Oratory (article), E. E. Wordsworth, F-23
"Queen of the Parsonage" (articles), Audrey J . William­
son: J-27; F-26; M-26; A-26; My-26; Ju-26; JI-26; 
Au-26; S-26; 0-26; N-26; D-26
Raisins on the Reservoir, The (editorial), Norman R. Oke, 
Ju-1
Religion of Easter, The (outline), Carl W. Gray, M-44 
Repairing the Altar of the Lord (outline), Ivan A. Beals, 
J-41
Reproach of Christian Perfection, The (article), Maynard G. 
James, M-35
Restore the Prayer Meeting (article), J . B. Maclagan, Au-20 
Revival:
Revival (outline), Ross Cribbis, S-40
Revival and the Holy Spirit (article), Everette Cattell, 
F-20
Revival Demands a Breaking (outline), Neil Hightower, 
F-42
Revival Demands a Clear Relationship with God (outline), 
Neil Hightower, J 1-42 
Revival Demands the Presence of the Holy Spirit (out­
line), Neil Hightower, J I -43 
Revival Promise (outline), Neil Hightower, JI-41 
Revival Demands a Seeking (outline), Neil Hightower, F-43 
Revival Demands a Reaping (outline), Neil Hightower, F-44 
Revival Demands a Sowing (outline), Neil Hightower, F-43 
Revival Demands a Spirit of Humility (outline) Neil High­
tower, J 1-42
Resurrection Blessings (outline), Delmar Stalter, M-42
Sacrifice of Thanksgiving, The (sermon), T. W. Mitchell, Jr ., 
N-20
St. Paul Was a Holiness Preacher (article), H. B. Gar­
vin, My-22
Satan's Trojan Horse (outline), R. F . Metcalfe, JI-44
Saving Faith (starter), Nelson G. Mink, My-40
Saving Precious Church Service Moments (article), E. E.
Wordsworth, N-32 
Seal of Godliness, A (outline), Henry T . Beyer, Ju-42 
Secret of a Beautiful Home, The (article), Paul Rees, My-8 
Seat of Ezekiel the Prophet, The (article), Hugh Gorman, 
J-29
Separation (outline), Delmar Stalter, S-41 
Sermon Workshop: Nelson G. Mink, J-38; F-39; M-40; 
A-39; My-38; Ju-38; JI-38; Au-40; S-37; 0-39; N-38; 
D-33
Shadows of the Lord (outline), Bert Collins, S-45 
Shepherd Psalm, The (article), R. E. Bebout, A - l l  
Settling Your Own Destiny (outline), David J . Tarrant, 
J-42
Sin of Being Angry, The (starter), M-41 
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Sorrows of an Eternal Hell, The (starter), Nelson G. Mink, 
N-40
Sosthenes, The Brother (starter), N-40
Staying Within the Lines (outline), William C. Summers, 
D-39
Steps to Holiness (outline), Nelson G. Mink, JI-46 
Stewardship Is Not a One-way Street (article), Dean 
Wessels, F - l
Study in Holiness, A (outline), William C. Summers, D-37 
Study in Wesley's Doctrine of Man, A (articles), Carl 
Bangs, J 1-30; Au-11 
Subject of the Text (outline), Henry T . Beyer, My-46 
Sugar-Stick Holiness Preaching (editorial), Norman R. Oke, 
A-l
Sunday Night of Salvation, A (article), Edward Lawlor, J - l 
Sunday Night Story, The, J-7 ; F-7; M-27; A-4; My-5; 
Ju-31; JI-5; Au-6; S-4; 0-28; N-14
Take Heart (sermon), George W. Privett, J r . , 0-33 
Tarry (outline), Delmar Stalter, S-42 
Tears of Jesus, The (starter), Nelson G. Mink, A-41 
Temptation in the Ministry and the Misuse of Money (ar­
ticle), Carl F. H. Henry, F-22 
Ten Reasons Why I Am a Christian (starter), Nelson G. 
Mink, My-40
Testimony of the Psalms to Christ, The (article), H. Or­
ton Wiley, S-6
Things Which We Can Depend On (outline), Russell Met­
calfe, 0-43
This Business of Preachers' Kids (article), Pauline E. Spray, 
F-31
Three Holy Mountains, The (outline), Harold M. Daniels, 
My-45
Three R's in I John 3:1-4 (starter), Fred Bertolet, S-39 
Three Wonderful "Therefores" (starter), M-41 
Three Boys Who Knew How to Say No (starter), M-41 
Transformed Church, A (outline), R. J .  Nikkei, N-44 
True Christmas, The (sermon), Clarence Williams, D-5
Unpardonable Sin of the Pulpit, The (editorial), Norman R. 
Oke, J-3
Unveilings of the Holy Spirit (starter), Fred Bertolet, S-39
We Have an Altar (outline), Arthur J . Stott, D-36
Welcoming Committee, The (article), E. E. Wordsworth, S-23
What Depends on Me? (outline), Russell Metcalfe, 0-43
What Do I See from the Pulpit? (editorial), Norman R. 
Oke, My-1
What the New Testament Says About Self (article), Jack 
Ford, J-35
What Will You Be in A.D. 2000? (sermon), James Robert­
son, Ju-22
Who Wants a Cup Without a Handle? (editorial), Norman R. 
Oke, F-3
"Who Would Want to Do Anything Wrong?'7 (article), Gor­
don D. Hall, JI-36
Why I Believe in Rewards (article), Lowell Thomas Brand, 
J 1-33
Why Not the Holy Spirit for You? (outline), Delmar Stal­
ter, A-45
What Will You Do with Christ? (outline), William C. Sum­
mers, F-42
"Whom Do Men Say That I Am?" (outline), Don Newell, 
Au-43
Word of Wisdom About Investments, A (outline), Hadley 
Hall, F-45
Why I Believe in Holiness as a Second Blessing (starter), 
S-39
Witness First (outline), William C. Summers, D-39
World's Most Dangerous Weapon, The (outline), Henry T. 
Beyer, JI-46
Years Have Proved It True, The (article), W. E. Sangster, 
0-37





12:1 (outline) S-41 
22:9 (outline) D-36
Exodus




14:6-10 (outline) F-41 
21:4 (sermon) 0-33
Joshua
5:14 (sermon) JI -33 
7:19 (starter) M-41 
24:14-19 (outline) N-45
I Samuel





18:30 (outline) J-41 
20:40 (outline) J-42
II Kings









23:1 (article) A - l l  
27:1 (starter) My-40 
85 (outline) S-40 











6:16 (starter) N-40 
42:19-22 (outline) My-41
Ezekiel
3:15 (article) J-29 





10:12 (outline) F-42 
10:12 (outline) F-43 and F-44
2:11 (outline) S-42 
5:16 (starter) M-41 
6:19-21 (outline) F-45 
7:11 (article) My-8 
7:24-29 (outline) J-44 
12:36 (outline) JI-46 
16:13 (outline) Au-43 
21:9 (outline) M-42 
22:37-40 (outline) N-43 
25:21 (outline) S-45 
26:39 (outline) 0-45 
26:46-56 (outline) M-42 
27:22 (outline) F-42 
28:2-6 (starter) A-41 
28:6 (outline) M-45 
28:6 (outline) M-44 
28:6 (outline) M-43
Mark
6:45-53 (outline) F-41 
11:24 (outline) JI-45 
12:41-44 (sermon) J-15 
16:7 (outline) 0-46
Luke
3:16 (starter) JI-40 
5:17-26 (outline) S-46 
5:31-32 (outline) J-42 
19:35-48 (outline) M-42 
16:5 (outline) F-45 
16:25 (starter) N-40 
16:26 (starter) N-40 
16:31 (outline) My-43 
18:37-38 (outline) A-46 
19:1-10 (starter) JI-40 
19:41 (starter) A-41 
22:39 (outline) M-46 
23:46 (outline) M-46 
24:6 (outline) M-44 
24:31 (starter) My-40
John
1:1-14 (sermon) My-17 
1:14 (sermon) D-5 
4:49 (outline) Au-45 
6:68 (outline) N-46 
7:46 (outline) F-42 
8:12 (sermon) Au-28 
8-46-47 (outline) N-45 
12:13 (outline) M-43 
13:35 (outline) N-43 
14:6 (starter) Ju-39 
14:19 (outline) My-42 
14:16-21 (outline) J-41 
14:26 (outline) S-42 
15:16 (outline) 0-43 
15:26 (outline) S-42 
16:7 (outline) JI-46 
16:8 (starter) S-39 
17:26 (starter) JI-40 
20:19 (outline) M-45
Acts
1:3 (starter) My-40 
1:4-5 (outline) S-42 
2:33 (outline) S-42 
1:9 (starter) A-41 
1:13-14 (starter) Ju-39 
4:31-33 (outline) JI-43 
5:32 (starter) Ju-39 
10:44 (starter) Ju-39 
13:3-4 (outline) 0-31 
16:19-40 (outline) N-41
Matthew
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Romans
1:14-16 (outline) Ju-44 
1:14, 16 (outline) Ju-45 
1:14, 17 (outline) Ju-46 
5:1 (outline) M-41 
8:1 (outline) M-41 
12:1 (outline) M-41 
5:8 (outline) Au-44 
8 (outline) My-45 
12:1-2 (outline) D-38 
14:12 (outline) 0-43 
14:18— 15:6 (outline) J-9
I Corinthians
1:1 (starter) N-40 
10:16-21 (outline) J-43 
15:20 (outline) M-46 
15:1-11 (outline) M-42
II Corinthians
2:15 (starter) J-39 
4:5 (outline) N-42 





1:1-3 (article) My-11 
1:4-6 (article) Ju-28 
1:7-10 (article) JI-8 
1:11-14 (article) Au-8 
1:15-18 (article) S-9 
1:16 (starter) N-40 
1:19 (article) 0-30 










14 (outline) A-42 
15-16 (outline) A-43
16 (outline) 0-41
17 (outline) A-43 
19 (outline) F-45 
21 (outline) A-45
Hebrews
1:2-4 (outline) JI-41 
11:1 (outline) My 44 
12:14 (starter) S-39 
12:12-22 (outline) My-45 
13:10 (outline) D-36
James
1:8 (outline) J 1-44 
3:5-8 (outline) JI-46
I Peter
1:1-4 (outline) J-45 
2:1-3 (outline) D-37 
4:8 (outline) My-41 
5:1-4 (starter) My-43
I John
3:14 (starter) S-39 
4:17 (outline) J-40
Jude
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W ouldn t Y O U  like to
locate some unused talent? 
recruit more new workers? 
stimulate greater evangelistic concern? 
increase per capita giving in your church? 
provide fresh motivation for members?




The Christian Service Training text for Unit 113.1a.
"Studies in Stewardship." to be studied during 
February and March
PASTOR, here is an opportunity to help your members learn more about the ABUNDANT 
LIFE OF STEWARDSHIP: our Love—the motivation for service; our Time—the importance 
of discipline; our Talent—the need of full commitment; our Money (tithe)—the symbol of 
God’s ownership. The concluding chapter, “Weighed in the Balance," contains searching 
truths focusing attention on our Values in the light of eternity.
Mr. Lunn, an active layman in the Church of the Nazarene for fifty years, has made a 
successful effort in keeping his writings on the practical, everyday level of his fellow 
laymen. It’s a timely study, important to ALL church members over twelve years of age. 
93 pages, paper.
iflK iL
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Tfoe atro ntimH life 
o f  Movrterd&hip
fei, . . ILLfJNK a l l
$1.00; C.S.T. discount on (i or more, 80c each, plus postage
MOTE: Unless otherwise specified, orders will be shipped week of December 24, 1962.
For further information, see special mailing or write the office of Christian Service
Training.
Register for er/fenough Books
NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
Post Office Box 527, Kansas City 41, Missouri 
Washington at Bresee, Pasadena 7, California IN CANADA: 1592 Bloor Street, West, Toronto 9, Ontario
In Canada add 10 per cent for exchange to total order or pay in U.S. currency.
APPROPRIATE FOR THE PASTOR 
AND HIS FAMILY to Give
Klippon Bookmark
S om ething a bit d iffer en t in th e w ay o f  a m arker
A ppropriately  designed m etal clip  grips the top edge o f  you r book , hym nal, 
or B ible, from  w h ich  a h igh -grade grained ribbon  falls across the desired 
page, extending out the bottom . Com es in clear-p lastic gift case. (SCE)




Praise Him! HI-FI Record of Nazarene Artists
A n  album  o f  beautifu l m usic fo r  those w ith  record  p layers
Nineteen outstanding Nazarene m usicians such as Paul M cNutt, D anny Steele, 
and James B ohi singing and Paul O rjala  (p ian o) and G race B ertolet (organ ) 
p laying som e o f  the best-loved  gospel songs. 12-inch, 33Yj  rpm.
L-293 ONLY $2.98
Good Morning, Lord By p a u l  m a r t in
Just the g ift fo r  a teen -a g er !  S ix ty  you th -beam ed  devotions to spark the 
day w ith a challenge to be an u p -a n d -g o in g  Christian in a top sy -tu rvy  w orld . 
Each starts w ith a scripture, ends w ith a special thought, a prayer, or a song. 
C om pact, 4 * 2  x  6 V2 ”  size. 64 pages. S triking blue lea th erette  board binding.
S1.00
Truth for Today By BERTHA MUNRO
O ne o f  th e m ost m eaningfu l books you  cou ld  g ive
D aily m editations rich  in inspiration. Each, cen terin g around a scripture, 




L o ve ly  w ith  a good  se lection  fo r  e v e ry  age
F u ll-co lo r  pictures are set in solid  w ood  fram e w ith  beveled 
circu lar design and fin ished in a rich walnut. A ttractive go ld - 
ring hanger at top. 4 x  4 ” . (D P )
P-1700 Head of Christ P-1706 G od Is Love
P-1704 Christ M y Pilot
t
P-1708 Jesus Is Mine
Each, 50c
Alpha and Omega Key Chain
It ’s rea lly  n o v e l! A  con versa tiona l p ie ce !  B iblical!
First and last letters o f  the G reek  alphabet are d ie -cu t in 
m etal and attached to a sm all-link , th ree -in ch  chain. In ­
structions fo r  threading keys included. N ickel-p lated , carded 
w ith  cellophane wrapper. (N H I)
G-269 $1.00
A Convenient Way to Do Your Christmas Shopping
N A ZA R E N E  PUBLISH ING H O U SE Pasadena KANSAS CITY
In Canada add 10 per cent for exchange to total order or pay in U.S. currency.
